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.Should all these advantages be established,
on further experiment with the water gas—
which there seems to lie but little reason to
doubt will be the case—a revolution in the pro
duction of artificial light is at hand that will
work many remarkable changes. One of these
will probably lie the substitution of water gas
for coal and wood for cooking, and perhaps
other industrial purposes, and the warming of
buildings. A result more productive of benefit,
in various ways, could hardly be conceived.
Furnaces, stoves and ranges, which now con
sume an enormous amount of coal, and require
a vast deal of labor to keep them in operation,
will he dispensed with, and an elegantand much
safer heating agent substituted for them. As
several companies—some of them gas compa
nies already in operation—are interested in
this new invention, aud intend to bring it into
use, we shall probably soon know what will
really Ik - accomplished by it.

A G h o s t S to r y .
S p e r m W h a lin g in t h e N o r t h A t la n t ic small vessels, to be successful, requires tho
O cea n .
Mr. Hector M’Donald, of Canada, was re
cxesciso of nautical talents of a high order.
cently on a visit to Boston, When lie left home
Whaling under the most favorable circum Those who see these tiny whalers “alongside
his
family
were
enjoying
good
health,
and
he
There’s much of good in every breast
stances is always attended with danger. of our wharves, little think of the many
anticipated a pleasant journey. The second
Perhaps unheed or unguessed.
Every timo the boats arc lowered no one in daring feats which have been accomplished
morning after his arrival in Boston, when leav
W ith men, alike the bad and good
ing his bed to dress for breakfast, he saw re them has any assurance that he shall return by those who have mancad them, nor tho
Condemn what is not understood.
flecting in n. mirror tho corpse of a woman ly to the ship alive. The whales may be in a privations and toil incident to whaling.—
W e are too apt slight faults to scan,
ing in the bed from which he had just risen.— favorable position, tho wind moderate, and There are now in port live or six of these
And by them judge the heart of man.
Spell-bound,
he gazed with intense feeling and the sea just agitated enough to afford the small vessels, which have arrived recently ;
A weed is an ungainly thing,
tried to recognize the features of the corpse, boats the best opportunity to pull upon the and we advise those who take an interest in
And yet from good soil it may spring.
hut in vain ; he could not even move his eyelids; whales, yet, in less than an hour, the men
Would that our charity but shone
whaling to examine them and have a chat
he felt deprived of action, for how long lie
‘ Within this hive we’re all alive,
On others’ faults as on our own !
knew not. He was at last startled by the ring may be all overboard, struggling for their with their captains .— Commercial Bulletin..
(iood liquor makes us funny ;
Or that, the surface, looking through,
As you pass by. step iu and try
ing of the bell for breakfast, and sprang to the lives in bloody water, surrounded by sharks,
The gold beneath were brought to view.
The flavor of our honey.
G o r d ia n K n o t . — Separated from the fa 
bed to satisfy himself if what lie had seen re and the ship too far off to render them aid.
Perhaps ’twould cost some toil and pain,
For the benefit of some future aspirant to
flected in the mirror was real or an illusion.— Frequently, brief extracts from letters state bles with which the circum: tance is identi
But what is that beside the gain ?
fame and wealth. I add a variation of the fore
lie found the bed as lie had left it, lie looked that three or four men were killed by a fied, the story o f the 4 Gordian Knot ’ is
3e not so sparing, then, of light—
going. If not so good poetry, it w ill, I think
again into tiie mirror, but only saw the toed whale at a single loweriug, that all the boats simply this : Gordius a peasant was raised
The world will never be too bright,
be found to indicate more nearly the tendcrcies
truly
reflected. During the day he thought were stove, and that the men were several to the throne of Phrygia. During a sedition,
Too full of love or kindly deeds,
and results of the business. A representation
much upon the illusion, and determined next
Or balm to hcnl a heart that bleeds.
the Phrygians consulted an oracle, and were
of a plucked pigeon, or a muskrat skinned,
morning
to rub his eyes and feel perfectly sure hours in the water before they were picked
Even those in sin the farthest lost
T h o A tr a to S h ip C a n a l.
would lie a suitable device to occupy a portion
that he was wide awake before he left ik'd.— j up. Hut if whaling from a large ship, which told that their troubles would cease as soon
Need candor and aHection m o st;
For several generations the civilized world of the sign ; the following stanzas might fill the
But, notwithstanding these precautions, the j can lower four boats, and has always a spare as they chose for their king the first man
Their snuis must keep ’mid shades of earth,
has considered that the interests of commerce, remainder, and will be found to have preserved
vision was repeated with this addition, that he j boat on the cranes to lower in case of acci- they met going to the temple of Jupiter,
Some hue of Heaven where they had birth.
and, indeed, all the other great interests of the a part of the very pretty rhyme of the original
thought he recognized in the qorpsc some re- *dent, be dangerous, it is more so from a mounted on a chariot. Gordius was the ohThe depths of sin may serve to tell,
world would lie immensely promoted b y . the only exchange ‘ honey ’ for ‘ money,’ which is
semblance to the features of his wife.
small vessel which has only two boats ovcrjject o f their choice, and he iramo-U
The heights of virtue whence they fell.
construction of a ship canal through the Isth not a bad exchange if one is fond of sweets :
In the course of the second day lie received a j the side.
But gently kind must be the hand
consecrated his chariot in the Temple of
mus of Panama,—thus, in fact, uniting the At
letter from his wife, in which she stated that
‘ We’re liquors here of every kind,
That helps them once more to ascend.
lantic and Paeilic Oceans. More especially since
Aud sell them cheap, us you shall find,
she was quite well and hoped lie was enjoying j A schooner of 150 tons or less, and there Jupiter. The knot which connected the yoke
Who looks for evil and for strife
of
the animals to the chariot was so artfully
They’ll
make
you
feel
quite
funny
;
the discovery of the Californian and Australian
himself among his friends. As he was devoted- j are several of this class engaged whaling in
W ill meet them, doubtless, thro’ his life ;
Perhaps they’ll sprawl you on the floor,
gold fields, (with which there has been brought
ly attached to her, and always anxious for her the Atlantic Ocean, has a crew of fifteen, constructed that the ends of the cord could
If so, we’ll kick you out the door,
But still his life will take the hue
about a vast increase of trade with the Islands
Alter we’ve got yourmimuy ”
safety, he supposed that his morbid fears had all told. When her two boats are down, not be perceived. From this circumstance
Of darkness that it passes through.
of the Pacific, and tho East Indies) has this
conjured up the vision lie had seen reflected in she has only two hands and the cook on a report readily circulated that the empire
Who looks for good will surely find
If short meter is desired, and a little rough
project been deemed most important.
the glass ; and went about his business as cheer board to work her. I f the boats should be of Asia was promised by the oracle to him
Enough to satisfy his mind ;
ness of diction can be allowed for the sake of
A number of special explorations and surveys
fully as usual. O11 the morning of the third stove far to the windward, there is nothing who could untie the Gordian knot. Alexan
His mind, reflecting what it sees,
truthfulness, the following might do :
have
l>een
made,
at
different
periods,—by
au
day,
after he had dressed, lie found himself in
Will glow with light und holy peace.
der in his conquest of Asia, passed through
‘ Within this hut.
thority of different governments, by public
thought in his own house, leaning over the cof left for her bnt to beat to them, because she
We keep rot-gut,
has not men enough to man another boat, Gordium, and as he wished to leave nothing
companies and by private individuals,—to dis
Ami very cheep we s e ll;
M y steries of t h e B ank P arlors . —The New fin of his wife. His friends were assembled,
T h e V ic t o r ia B r id g e a t M o n tr e a l.
cover a feasible route, or the one most practi
h a n ’t step to chink.
York Tribune says, the discount clerk of one the minister was performing the funeral ser even if she had one over the side, and to undone to inspire his soldiers with courage,
Come in 11ml drink,
Within the present week we have visited the cable. But, until recently, 110 route had been
of the city banks recently resigned his situation. vices, his children wept—lie was in the house work her at the same time. Tho weather in and making his enemies believe that he was
And speed your way to hell.”
Victoria Bridge, in process of construction at found, which could well be called practicable.
His resignation was accepted, his accounts in of death. He followed the corpse to the grave; the Atlantic, too, is very uncertain ; a mod-! born to conquer Asia, he attempted to untie
Elegance is out of the question, of course.— vestigated and pronounced all right, and a com he heard the earth rumble upon the coffin, he
Montreal: and if the imperfect description which The great object to beattained is a canal which,
crate breeze often freshens into a gale in an tho knot, but not succeeding, cut it with his
we can give of this great structure interests our without locks, shall unite the oceans’ through No one would think of currying a hedgehog plimentary vote passed by the Board for hisat- saw the grave filled, and the green sods covered
with
ti fine tooth comb, opening oysters with a tention to his duties, Sec. He then stated to over i t ; yet by some strange power, I10 could hour, always accompanied with a heavy sea. 1 sword, and asserted that the oracle was realreaders half as much as our visits to it did 11s, safe aud commodious harbors. Lockage for
_e vessels, even if sufficient water was ob razor, or sweeping the streets with a parlor the Board that lie had a communication to see through the ground the entire form of his Yct we very rarely hear of fatal accidents j ly fulfilled, aud that his claims to universal
the space we can devote to it will be profitably
from whaling to the crews of these small empire were fully established. The maroccupied. It is a tubular structure of irou, tainable, could lie effected only with irreat dif duster. Yours, as ever,
make, as caution to induce them to watch his wife as she lay in her coffin.
C ha rles J e w e t t .
laid upon twenty-four piers and two abutments ficulty.
He looked in the faces of those around him, vessels. It seems that the very imminent riage ceremony is frequently called the Gorsuccessors. He stated that, notwithstanding
Temp. Visitor.
of stone, spanning the river St. Lawrence, di
The route originally proposed by Frederick
his accounts were all correct at the time of re but no one seemed to notice him ; he tried to dangers to which they are exposed, sharpen j Jian knot, troui the difficulty attending the
rectly opposite the city of Montreal. Its length M. Kelley, a citizen of New York, via the Atra
signation, he had, in fact, been using the bills weep, but the tears refused to Uow ; his very the wits o f those who command them, and untiying of it. The figure, however, cannot
T iie S ecret B allot in’ T uscany . —The corres
is a thousand feet less than two miles.
to Valley, is the only one that lias yet been
receivable of the bank for years as collateral heart felt as hard as a rock. Enraged at his make them more expert whalers than those ! applv with much force to the State of IndiThe river at this point is very deep and the found through which such a eaual can be made pondent of the Newark Advertiser, in a letter for loans, and employing the funds in the pur own want of feeling, lie determined to throw who command large vessels in the Pacific ana, where divorces are so easily obtained.
current rapid, and as the ice which forms in the without locks. This route was discovered and dated Florence, Aug. 22, says of the secret bal chase of paper at usurious rates. By this course himself upon the grave and lie there till his
Ocean. B e this as it may, it is evident that i Golden Era.
lakes above the city comes down in the spring surveyed in 1854-5 by Capt. William Kennish, lot in the Assembly ;
he had accumulated sufficient property to meet heart should break, when he was recalled to
■
‘ The manner of voting adopted here de his moderate desires, and, having no further consciousness by a friend, who entered the room those who man the two boats of a small vessometimes suddenly and with overwhelming the leader of the fifth expedition fitted out by
Crimes ov Young .Men.— The Maine Farforce, it has been supposed that the successful Mr. Kelley. On the completion of the surveys, mands a word of description. In front of tho use for the facilities lie had enjoyed, lie had to inform him that breakfast was ready. He sel, when down, run a greater risk than
bridging of the St. Lawrence here was an irn- Mr. K. went to Europe and submitted his plans presiding officer, and in view of the whole resigned.
those
who
lower
from
a
ship.
The
whalers
!
mer
alter
citing
some
cases
o
f
dereliction
of
started as if awoke from a profound sleep,
possihilty.
to the Iloyal Geographical Society of London house, are two slender columns, of unequal
though he was standing before the mirrjr with from a ship having a better chance of being duty, and violations of the laws o f honesty
But we believe the Victoria Bridge will stand and other scientific bodies,—as the most compe bight, upon which mctalic vases arc placed.
a hair-brush in his hand.
picked up, are more reckless ; they will ou the part of souie young men in its localiunharmed by the assaults of the Hoods and tem tent to pass an opinion upon the merits of the These vases have broad, shallow tops, joined to ; M athematics and Mincf. Pies.—A good story
After composing himself, lie related to his dare any thing rather than cut from a whale, ty, makes the following sensible remarks
pests, and nothing else can ever damage or de undertaking—also to Baron You Humboldt, to narrow necks, which connect with the body be j is told of the colored individual who was reecnt- friend what ho had seen, and both concluded
;
ly
detected
in
selling
mud
for
hay
by
means
of
stroy it, for there is nothing combustible about Napoleon III, etc. All of these manifested deep low. When the balloting is going on, eacit
that a good breakfast only was wanting to dis aud hence many o f the fatal accidents which which are worthy the consideration of all
it, and its strength is more than sufficient to sus interest in the enterprise, examined the plans member, as his name is called in alphabetical ja false bjttom to his hay wagon, lie formerly sipate his unpleasant impressions. A few days befal them. The loss of a boat or two who have the eharge of youth.
1 Cases o f this kind arc always held up as
tain any pressure that can lie brought to bear with carefulness, to substantiate its feasibility, rotation, advances to the platform and receives 1 kept a refreshment room at the West End, and afterwards, however, lie received the melancholy would not seriously affect a ship’s voyage,
upon it by any’ load placed thereon. We have and gave their hearty approval. At that time, from the hands of otic of the Secretaries a black being of a saving turn of mind, bad acquired a intelligence that his wile had died suddenly, but the loss of a boat’s crew would compel warnings to the young, and much good is
stated the length of the bridge. The bridge it i Ion. James Buchanan was minister to England, and a white ball. Contrary to our custom, the liappy knaek in cutting his pies into live equal and the time corresponded with the day he had a schooner to return home.
hoped to result troui the example of offend
self is approached at each end by embankments and he encouraged Mr. Kelley to apply to Con black ball signifies affirmative, while the white pieces, each of which, he had found by experi been startled by the lirst vision in the mirror.
As an instance of the skill of whaling ers reaping the sad consequences of ill-doing.
of masonry, on the Montreal side 1200 feet in gress for a verification of the survey ; and one means negative or nothing. This habit is re ence, would sell for as much as a quarter piece. When be returned home he described minutely
from
a
schooner
in
the
A
tlahic
Ocean,
wc
Hut we are inclined to think that directly
During
his
absence,
once
upon
a
time,
one
of
lenght, on the southern side 800 feet, leaving of his first acts, after being elected President, vived from the custom of the ancient Florentine
all the details of the funeral he had seen in his
the iron or tubular part of the bridge 0000 feet was to facilitate the passage of the law author Republic. The voting member deposits both his assistants cut a pie into four pieces. The vision, and they corresponded with the facts.— have condensed the following account from j the young profit very little from such examiu length. In the two embankments, the two izing such verification, which has been com balls. If lie wishes to give his voice in the af sharp eyes of the keeper of the refreshment This is probably one of the most vivid instances the yarn of an old spouter, omitting the 1 pics. It may be a question, whether in fact,
: evil example does not in the young, suggest
abutments at the extremities of the bridge, and pleted by officers of the War and Navy Depart firmative, he puts the black one in the vase up room soon detected this departure from his f clairvoyance on record. Mr. M’Donald name o f the vessel, by request:
on the tall column, and the white iu that upon quinque partite division of pics. They rolled knows nothing of modern spiritualism or elairthe twenty-four piers, there arc three million cu ments.
1 We had been at sea six weeks, and had and induce crime full more than as a warnup in his head with horror, making a large dis
bicfe d o f masonry. The stones used in them
The following is a summary of the route and the other, or vice versa. I 11 this way the ut
oyanee,
as
most
of
his
life
has
been
passed
only
killed
half
a
dozen
blackfish,
by
way
of
iug it deters from it. And were there none
would make a pyramid 215 feet in height, with lan :—It begins at the mouth of the Atrato most secresy is secured, not even the one from play of the whites. As soon as he could find upon a farm and among forests. It may not be exercising thq greenhorns and supplying our- but the young to appeal to, we might feel it
a base 215 feet square, or if laid down in a liver (one of its ten outlets,—which must lie whose hand the ballots are received knowing language to speak, he demanded, in tones ofin- amiss to state that his father, who was a Scotch
selves with oil to burn, but had not seen the duty to suppress ali accounts o f juvenile de
straight line, the blocks would reach 510 miles. deepened to remove the bar) in the Gulf of Da into which vase the black or the white ono diguatioo which carried terror to his assistants, Highlander, had the gift of 4 second sight.’
“ Who cut dat pic so sipiar ?”
spout of a whale, when wc made Bermuda linquencies.
The abutments are each 242 leet in length, the rien, and ascends that river about 03 miles, goes.’
A
N
ew C o n tr iv a n ce fo r S hortening S ail on just square with the horizon.
The captain
It is for another purpose that we chronicle
piers on each side of the centre span are 242 through all which distance the river is wide and
P rocessor A gassiz o n t u e w o r k s oe C rea tion . forc-nnd-alt rigged vessels, the invention of
S ecrets o f t h e S e x . —At a village called
leet apart, the central measuring 330 feet.
went aloft to take its bearings, but he came the cases referred to ; it is that those who
deep enough for the largest vessels. At this
Capt.
Samuels,
of
the
clipper
ship
Dreaduought,
—The
following
is
the
summing
up
of
the
con
But the chief wonder of the work is the iron distance, from its mouth, the Atrato receives its “ The Centre,” in the northern part of Ver
down again faster than he went up. He saw have the care ot youth shall 4 lay it to heart,’
superstructure, made of the separate tubes that branch Truando ; which stream has a depth of mont, the hoys and girls last month, had a clusions which Professor Agassiz drew a quar was exhibited on ’Change in New York, Wed whales close to us right ahead, and hove the when those thus circumstanced allow minors
form the bridge, through and upon which the from 10 to 1 2 ft. for a distance of 38 miles; glorious dance and a gay time generally. A ter of a century ago, after a most elaborate and nesday afternoon, and attracted much attention schooner in stays, to prevent them seeing to dispose of their hours without question or
from its simple, sailor-like character. It is dif
trains will pass. This tubular structure is all and this it is proposed to increase to a uniform youth, not having the lear of the bottle before profound investigation on fossil fishes :
“ An invisible thread,” says lie, “ in all ages ficult to describe, but the sail is taken in by her, before the boats were lowered. Three observation, and permit them to chose their
iron, constructed by joining and riveting togeth depth of 30 ft. of water at low tide. From his eyes managed to get decidedly in the fog,
turning the main boom with a capstan near its or four hands worked the vessel, while the companions without supervision— who when
runs
through
this
immense
diversity,
exhibiting,
upon
this
unwonted
occasion,
and
slyly
with
er irou plates, very much in the same way iu the termination of deep water on the Truando,
which a steamboat boiler is made. The tubes an open cut is to he made (in part, if not chief drew under the bed of the ladies’ dressing-room as a general result, the fact that there is a con foot, working upon apparatus attached to the rest made the boats ready ; but hardly the stated duties of the day are accomplishboom
and the sail. The advantages set forth in
tinual
progress
in
the
development,
endin_
resemble in shape an ordinary railway car of ly, through mek) to the Pacific Ocean. From to recruit. No sooner had lie closed his eyes,
had she gathered way on the other tack be- ed, are turned out upon the air of night,
the most recent pattern, with the curved or the lirst surveys, it was considered that the re than a pair of blooming damsels came in from man. ’ * * Have we not here the mani behalf of this invention are principally the fore a forty-barrel bull broke water under the and the darkening association of dangerous
saving
of time and labor—the sail may be reefed
festation
of
a
mind
as
powerful
as
prolific?
sloping roof. The dimensions arc as follows : quired cut would consist of 13 miles of open the hall, and began adjusting their disordered
quarter,
Without a moment’s hesitation the persons, as if their susceptible spirits and
22 feet in height 10 feet wide at the ccnterspan, cut through the valley of the Nergua, 3 1-2 ringlets. The girls had tongues, which ran in the acts of an intelligence as sublime as provi without altering the course to the wind, or in
captain jumped into the boat, which was unregulated desires were proof against tempand 19 feet high and 10 feet wide at the ends of miles of tunnel, 120 ft. by 100, through solid this wise : 1 what a nice dance we’re having ; dent? the marks of goodness as infinite as any manner stopping headway.
Many a young man, whose salary
C iieai* J ack O ratory . — ‘ Gentlemen,’ said a hanging in the tackels, and quick as light tation.
the bridge, and eaeli tube reaches across two oek, and 8 miles of an improved valley of a have you heard anybody say anything about wise ? the most palpable demonstrations of
spans, its centre resting on one pier and the small stream. We understand, however, that me, Jane’.” ‘ La, yes, Sally ! Jim Brown says t h e E x ist e n c e of a P ersonal G o d , author of 1 pedlar, 4these razors were made in a cave, by darted two irons into the whale before the does uot exceed a hundred dollars, is allowed
all
things,
ruler
of
the
Universe,
and
dispenser
hump.
Here
was
a
pretty
scrape.
The
to
go
unquestioned
while indulging in horse
he
never
saw
you
look
so
handsome
as
you
do
the
light
of
a
diamond,
in
Andalusia,
in
Spain.
ends on the nearest piers each side ; the weight the later surveys have shown the possibility of
They can cut as quick as thought, and are as whale breached out of water, and as
of iron in the tubes is 10,000 tons, and there making an open cut all the way,—to be about to-night. Have you heard anything about me?’ of all good? This, at,, least, is what J read
hire and other forms of pleasure, and in
‘
About
you
!
why,
sartain
;
I
heard
Joe
Flint
the
works
oj
Creation.
bright as the morning star. Lay them under came down gave tho schooner a clip with his clothes and gewgaws, to support which calls
are 2,000,000 rivets used in fastening the plates 20 miles long, and on an average, about 80 ft.
your pillow at night, and you wiil be clean flukes, under the quarter, that made h er. for tho expenditure of a much larger sum.
together, each of which is clinched by a pecu deep, to the bottom of the bay. This brings tell Sam Jones that you was the prettiest dressed
A fellow in Ohio, driving a ciazy one horse
liar process, which we are not mechanic enough the terminus to the Pacific, where good har girl in the room.’ Whereupon the dear things wagon, in crossing a railroad track was run shaved in the morning.’
tremble fore and aft, aud then took off dead Many a young man is allowed to herd with
to intelligibly describe. The tubular irou por bors exist at Kelley’s Inlet aud Humboldt Bay, chuckled, ‘ fixed u p,’ a little more, and were into by the locomotive, his vehicle demolished,
Many people drop a tear at the sight of dis to windward, puffing and blowing like a lo- associates of questionable character and to
tion is painted, both inside and out, with live ' living, as reported, over twenty miles of an starting off glibly for fresh gossip, when our and himself landed, unhurt, about two rods
tress, when the dropping of a sixpence would comotive on a railroad. After fastening, the keep late hours away from the observation
half-conscious friend raised himself upon his el
coats in oil and colors, making 109 acres of chorage.
from the scene of disaster. Tho engineer stop serve a much better purpose.
captain sprang aft to guide the line round of judicious friends. Parents and guardipaint.
We must reserve fur a future article, the bow, and quite intelligibly, though slowly, in ped the train to see if any one was killed, and
These iron tubes, thirteen in number, are consideration of the cost ($75,000,000 accord quired, ‘ 11a ’ you heard anyborry say anything discovered the victim on his hands and knees.
There was a trot at Burlington, Yt., on Fri the loggerhead, while the crew were lower- ans who suffer such practices on the part o f
wholly disconnected from each other, the ends ing to the estimates for the cut as lirst proposed) about ino, girls?’ ‘ Pliansy their phclinks,’ at 4 Well friend,’ said he, 4are you badly hurt?’ d iy last between Ethan Allen and Tacony, ing the boat. He could do nothing but
let the objects ot their care, have a
fearful reof the tubes resting on the piers, but not touch- and the immense commercial benefits this ship this juncture. They fled with an explosive The reply, Yankee like, was by another ques which was won by Ethan in 2.37 1-2, 2.37, the line run out, until the boat was down, sponsibility upon their souls.’
each other. This is the most curious and im- canal would confer upon the world.— Commcr- scream.
tion, long drawn out—4 W ill—you—s-e-t-t-i-e ‘ 33 1-4.
and at the rate the whale was scampering
-----------------------------porant feature of the bridge, and it is by this ial Bulletin.
A R a th er T ough J oke for t h e J o k e r .— One now, or—wait till—till morning?’
Pure truth, like pure gold, has liecn found we were afraid he would take out all the ( q’1(t S k e l e t o n in G r e e n .— W e have bearrangement that the damage to the tubes from
of our citizens who is more noted for his fun
unlit for circulation, because men discovered line before the boat could be lowered.
A t |'orc nicutioned the fact of the finding of a
the contraction by’ cold and expansion by heat
Prize Babies.
The liveliest gold item of the season is in a that it was more convenient to adulterate it
than for his church attendance accosted one of
is avoided. The tubes do not rest directly on
last the boat was down and clear of the human skeleton in the woods in the town of
At the recent U. 8. Fair at Chicago, a woman the employees (Diaholus to w it,) of the Courier late Mariposa Gazette, which says, “ three than to refine themselves.
the piers nor on the lirst superstructure of iron
schooner,
with
over
a
hundred
fathoms
of
Green. The Lewiston Advocate says the
quartz miners struck a 4 pocket ’ in a quartz
that covers them, hut upon immense iron rollers was present with three beautiful, healthy boys, Job office, this week, saying—4 You do all
six months old, all of oue birth. The President kinds of printing in your* place ; don’t ye ?’ 1 udf not l,lr from th‘s PkocThe gold fish was lirst brought to this country line out; and 1 he mate’s boat was lowered skeleton was supposed to be that of a man
'vl,1° 1 t!1^
upon which the tubes move backwarks or for.
of the National Society, being a true gentle Assurance was given the enquirer that such took in on e day quartz and gold that will yield from China and kept for ornament in glass and pulled to windward after the captain six feet two inches in height and about 40
wards, as they may chance to be contracted by- man, took proper notice of her, and a prize of
was the interesting fact. 4 Do you print B i - !
(}u lk ’ T,,,RTV “
AXU4D.0I'LAKS' vases. Now, says an exchange, large shoals of The whale hove to, and while the mate was years o f age, that it lay upon the back with
cold or expanded by heat. Of course, such a
11 silver spoon each was awarded to the young hies?’ was the next question in order. This! >ver s lo 000 had been pounded out in two them are found in the Potomac, and they also pulling to fasten him also, the captaiu was
a slight curvate of the spinal column, every
slow motion of so heavy and bulky a mass of
sters.
had also an affirmative reply, when our wide- j iaad mo,rtar“ VP ^ Tuesday, and there remained, abound in many of the streams which feed the hauling in his sack line. He showed fine bone preserving its exact position. The
iron would never be perceptible to the eye, but
President Tilghman, after exhibiting the awake wag declared he must have one dom. I to he reuneed in the same manner, three pieces, Hudson river.
it can be seen by observing the position of the
play, rolling over and over, lashing the wa bones of the hand lay, one upon the thigh
tubes iu different states of temperature that youngsters to the crowd, held up their silver forthwith. 4Send along the copy and you shall 01101,01 wl,“ h was about “ k r ge ? s a Pcek
A N o v e l A d v e r t is e m e n t .— The most re ter with -his flukes. Just as the mate’s boat- bones, the other by the side ot the body, and
have the article,’ said the sou of Faust. To-; laoa=uro’il lo us it appeared that at least onethey do approach towards aud recede from each teaspoons in his hand, and spoke as follows :
F ellow C it iz e n s or t h e U n it e d S ta tes of wards the afternoon of the same day oil which I t n . . 0 the entire weight of these was gold, markable among the many remarkable ad steercr stood up to fasten, another whale the bones o f the feet were erect upon the
other ; the space allowed for this gradual move
which
not
only
lay
in
flakes
as
large
as
a
dollar
A
m erica , L ad ies and G entlem en — M a rrie d and
vertisements which fall under our notice, iu broke water under his bow, and received heels. The right caspid tooth of the upper
the confab took place the joker did send aloii;
ment of the tubes is so accurately lixed by sci
entific calculation that the degree of contract S ingle :—Wc appear before you on this occasion the Bible, with orders to make all haste with on the outside, hut it penetrated the whole hundreds of exchanges from evary section two irons which made him spout thick blood. j a w ,i n j Gic two back molars of the same,
The captain’s whale still blew strong aud a]s0 t|ie right caspid tooth in the lower jaw,
or these immense masses of iron is exactly- to award a premium of a most interesting the job, as lie wanted it badly. An assertion rock.”
o f the country, is the one below :
provided for. and all danger from warping or character. No country can be great without that must have greatly delighted his Christian
The pleasant incidents in California life ap
1A pew is for sale in the meeting house of clear, for the irons, though in good holding- j anj the two lower ribs were gone. A ll but
cracking is securely guarded against. Thus the population ; and how can any country be so friends who might have had the felicity of hear pear in the following :—“ Thomas Hayes, a the first parish in Amherst. Tho man that places, were far from the whale’s vitals. - t[,e head, and from the knees downward, was
Victoria Bridge really consists of thirteen sepa great as this, where we improve upon the old- ing it made. The title page, contents, and the miner on Wild Cat, Yreka, was attacked in his
owns the pew, owns the right of space just Both whales now took off dead to windward, ; coverej with dead leaves, to the thickness o f
rate and distinct bridges, yet all forming parts fashioned plan of one at a time ?—Your speaker, first, second and third chapters o f Genesis, with sleep one night by what he supposed to have
of one great structure—anadditional advantage after having served his country by an addition a part of the fourth were speedily put in type, been a panther. Hayes grappled the animal’s as long as the pew is, from the bottom of at the top of their speed, making the water two or three inches. Quite a strong stench
from this mode of construction is, that if one of eight in single numbers, concluded his labor and proofs sent to the joker—who could hardly throat by one hand, and began to feel for his the meeting house to the top or roof, and he flyover the boats, and continued running j arogo 0I1 am oving the chest. There were
of the sections should he damaged by any cas with two at a time. He is proud to welcome believe his eyes when lie found that not only a bowie-knife with the other. The animal, not can go as much higher as he can get. I f a until the schooner was out of sight to leeward. found upon the feet a pair of split leath
ualty, the others would not be involved neces all who have done likewise. But although we literal interpretation had been put on his fun, seeming to like the idea of lighting with weap man buy my pew, and sit in it on Sundays, When they hove to, the mate gave the cap er shoes with metalic eyelets, and a pair
have generally considered uursclves some pump ' ut that literary j proof of it stared him in the
sarily in the calamity.
ons, then left, leaving sundry marks on Hayes’s and repent and be a good man, he will go to tain’s whale a couple of lances, which sent of woolen stockings. There were also
Some additional idea of the vastness of this kins, we are really small potatoes compared with face, lie started for the Courier office with all shoulder. Mr. Hayes, having before killed a heaven, if God lets him go. Let a man him in his flurry, and soon both were killed, found the visor and cloth of a cap, and what
enterprise may be gained from the following Mrs. Teresa Understock, the mother of these peed, and put an end to that practical joke— grizzly in a fair light with a bowie-knife, had
start from tho right place, let him go right, towed together, and made fast. But the appeared to be part o f a green baize jacket,
facts : The cost of work will be $7,000,009, triplets. If there lias been any doubt about after paying damages of course, which he was no idea of yielding to such a small antagonist
keep right, do right, and he will go to hea schooner was not in sight. After a short a |so a razor_ three combs, a pipe and one
and the daily pay roll of the contractors is this being the greatest agricultural fair ever lad to do. Thus summarily cancelling the as a panther.
held
in
the
country,
this
settles
the
question.
cent coin, bearing the date of 1854.
ven at la s t; and my pew is as good a place consultation, it was decided the mate should i si|yel.
somewhat loose and thoughtless contract he had
$5000. The construction of the bridge was
Never
was
there
an
occasion
like
this
before
made. Moral: 4 He requires a long spoon who
commenced nearly six years ago, and is now ex
Up to last Saturday night the new oyster to start from as any pew in the mectiug remain by the whales, while the captain r£,[ie wool clothing was very much decayed,
pulled to leeward in search of the schooner. tho cotton clothing i f there was any, was
pect'd to Ire finished in Oetolier next. Upon where three living, healthful babies were pre sups with the (printer’s) devil,’ and a long placer off Norfolk had yielded 250,000 bushels house.’
It was daylight next morning before he entirely decayed. The verdict of the jury
the work 2,040 men arc employed.— Atlas Sc Bee. sented to the audience by a member of the of head to joke successfully with that same diabol of Oysters, the average earnings of each man
ficial board. I might descant for any length of ical imp.
A S m a l l V e s s e l f o r a L o n g V o y a g e . — reached her, and then the boat was not in was that the man came to his death some
being twenty dollars a day. This is better than
time upon such a prolific theme; hut l will con
The Albany Journal tells a story of lawsuit in Pike's Peak. It is estimated that th e“ placer” The successful voyage recently to Bahia of sight. A ll that day and the next night he
three to five years ago in a manner to them
I mportant D iscovery in t h e M anufacture of clude by awarding, on behalf of the United that city brought by an undertaker against a
cannot be exhausted in five years. The origin the screw steamer Little Lucy, of about kept beating to windward before he got the
G as . —The telegraph reported a day or two States Agricultural Society, three spoons to
unknown.
lawyer, for the price of six rosewood coffins,
since, that a successful experiment had been John, Joseph, and William Understock, the in ordered by the latter by the way of a joke. of the bed is supposed to be the wreck of a Con 30 tons, in spite of a strong opinion that she whales in the lluke-ropes. But now a storm
necticut schooner with a deck load of thirty
made at Wilmington, D el., in lighting that fant brothers in the basket before you. Go thou
was somewhat too small a craft for a voyage sprang up, aud the whales had to be cast
The
price
o
f
those
4
useful
articles,’
as
the
fun|
bushels
of
“
secdlin
oysters
”
on
the
spot
town with gas produced from water. Our and do likewise.
H a r d T im e s in M i n n e s o t a . — A gentleman
the A tlantic, has determined the directors adrift, for the schooner could not take care
nv purchaser called them, was $150.— Norwich eighteen years ago.
Philadelphia exchanges give reports of the tri
The audience applauded, the band played Courier.
_____ .
of the Bahia and San Fransisco Railway to of them. A couple o f empty casks were just from Minnesota states that hard times
al, fully confirming the telegraphic statement. “ Yankee Doodle,” and the mother of the ba
A lady came near losing her life by a singular despatch another steamer of cveu smaller made fast to them, with faint hopes of keep still continue in that State, and that Eastern
The experiment was tried by shutting off the bies, assisted by a couple of her countrymen,
T h e jo u r n e y or l i f e . —Ten thousand human | accident, in Louisville, while riding in a buggy, proportions.
In compliance with this resO' ing the run of them until the gale abated. people have but an imperfect idea of the
coal gas at the gas works and turning water carried the basket of babies around in the crowd
beings
set
fortli
together
on
their
journey.
AtOne
end of a scarf, which she wore around her lution, Mr. John Watson, of Parliament When clear of us, our captain compared universal depression in business that still
gas through the pipes. The result was that for inspection, and to receive pecuniary contri
ter ten years, ono third at least have disa] shoulders, blew oil’, and was caught in the
Wilmington had a light far more brilliant and butions. Several hundred dollars in money were
Some relief from financial
street,
London,
the contractor for the above their drift with the drift of the vessel, and exists there.
peared, At the middle point of the common spokes of one of the rapidly revolving wheel;
much purer than it had ever known before. given. The children are said to be natives of
railway, has selected a small vessel from the by making and taking in sail, kept them in difficulties was anticipated iu the abundant
The gas was made under the patent of Prof. Illinois, born o f German parents, who are very measure of life but half are still upon the road. of the vehicle, and wound up in such a manner
harvests, but the prices obtained for produce
Sanders of Cincinnati, whose theory is briefly poor. People in easy circumstances are seldom Faster and faster as the rank grows thinner, as to draw her neck down to the wheel, choking shipyards on the Clyde, which is pronounced sight all day. N ight set in, and with it all
by many experienced and practical men who hopes of seeing the whales again vanished. are so meagre that farmers can realize but
as follows : Water, as steam, is decomposed by endowed with blessings of this kind in such they that remain till now, liecome weary, and her severely.
lie
down
to
rise
110 more. At three score and
have visited her to be a beautiful yacht mod The next morning they were not in sight, little from their sales— barely sufficient to
being passed over red hot charcoal, and the re abundance. Upon arriving at the gates of the
ten, a hand of some four hundred struggle on.
The city of Wilmington, Del., is so well sat el. The navigation of this vessel has been nor the day afterwards, for the gale had in pay farming expenses. Wheat brings but
sulting gases (hydrogen, carbonic oxide, and Fair ground, the mother had not money enough
At
ninety,
these
have
been
reduced
to
a
hand
isfied with the recent experiments with the
carburetted hydrogen) are chemically combined to purchase a ticket of admission ; but a lady,
fifty cents a bushel, oats fifteen cents, potaful of thirty trembling patriarchs. Year after water gas at that place, that preparations are intrusted to Captain Brcckon. under whose creased almost to a hurricane, and we drift
with heavy carburetted hydrogen, or light-giv conceiving the happy idea of both assisting the
year they fall in diminishing numbers. One now being made (says the Wilmington Journal) able direction, after a remarkably rapid pas^ ed to leeward very fast. On the fifth day tos twenty-five cents, aud corn is without
ing gas, by the decomposition of resin or coal mother and affording a fund of entertaimentfor
lingers, perhaps, a lonely marvel, till the cen to dispense with coal gas and use the water gas sage, the Little Lucy was handed over in the gale abated, and we made sail and work sale. They have plenty of food to carry
vapor, simultaneously with, aud in the presence the visitors, procured thcadmissiun of the moth
tury is over. We look again, and the work of exclusively,
safety to the company at Bahia. A s in the ed to windward in short tacks. A ll this them through tho winter, but no money.
of, the decomposition of the vapor of water.
er and her numerous offspring.
death is finished.
ease of her contrast, the Great Eastern, time the captain had noted minutely the Many are leaving the State temporarily,
At the Wilmington coal gun works, three
Two Sharps.—An old man picked up half a many were the prognostications of failure in drift of the vessel, and still hoped to pick with the intention of returning when times
small water gas retorts, occupying but one
‘ My dear,’ inquired a young wife of her hus
The 4 Times' ’ Jenny discusses the important dollar in the street.
that of the L ittle Lucy ; happily, however, up tho w hales; but he was the only one on improve— the effect of which is to render
twenty-seventh of the cubical area of their band, as she reached up her rosy little mouth question,—1 ought ministers to wear beards ?’
“ Old man, that’s mine,” said a keen looking an able crew, under a skillful and energetic board. About noou we raised whales to trade stili more inert. Property-holders are
coal gas apparatus, producing easily from to lie kissed on his return from business, 4 have Contending for the affirmative, the dear crea
rascal.
twelve hundred to eighteen hundred leet per you seen the magnificent set of walnut furni ture asks ;
captain, have proved what cool heads and windward, lowered, and fastened to a cow burdened with heavy taxes, and money
44 Did yours have a hole in it?” asked the old
hour, llesin is used as the carbonizing element, ture which the Jenkinses have just bought?’—
4 For those few devout, old-fashioned minis
steady hands are able to acomplisb in a small whale, which, iu her dying flurry, ran along lenders frequently find more land morgages
requiring lroiu twenty-live to forty pounds for ‘ Hem, no my love, but I have teen the bill, ters who practice as they preach, are plain and gentleman.
but well-built craft even in the face of de side of tho missing whales, and turned tin as collaterals upon their hands, than they
44 Yes,” replied the other, smartly.
every thousand feet of gas, which* is free from which quite satisfies me.’
bumble, and benevolent, the white cravat and
44 Then it is not thine,” rejoined the old gen cidedly adverse weather, and we trust that out. We got them all safely alongside; are able to pay taxes upon, and at the same
sulphur or nitrogen, aud has an odor rather
shaven chin may be appropriate ; but for dash tleman, 44 thee must learn to be a little sharper in the navigation o f the present vessel, the
and they stowed us down about one hundred time are paying Eastern capitalists from
• There’s two ways of doing it ,’ said Pat to ing, fashionable men, versed in every conven
agreeable than otherwise. The gas can lie fur
Helen Conran, these gloomy prophets, if any and fifteen barrels. It took us three weeks seven to ten per cent, for money loaned on
nished at a cost of from 30 to 50 cents per 1000 himself as he stood musing and waiting for a tionality of life, who live in palace-like parson next time.”
the same security. Many o f the small towns,
cubic feet, a clear saving of more than $2 on job on State street corner. ‘ If I save me four ages, and can, on occasion, get through a vast
A Wilmington (Mass.) farmer having a lot still exist, will be once more disappointed. from the time we raised the whales until wc
the current New York and Boston prices. This thousand dollars I must lay up two hundred deal of flirting with influential female members, of potatoes to harvest, hired some men to dig As it is a favorablo season for the voyage, stowed them down. The worst of whaling having city charters, have to pay extra for
process of making gas also saves nine-tenths of dollars a year for twenty years, or I can put cither married or single—for such men to go
the
diguity, aud in addition to the State,
them. They dug eight barrels a day apiece, we hope, iu due time, to hear of the sate iu the A tlantic, is the uncertainty ot the
the labor and expense of the erection of gas away twenty dollars a year for two hundred about with the pious livery of white cravat and the farmer thought they worked well.—
arrival of this second little vessel. In the weather. Whales are often seen when tho county, school and poll taxes, are assessed
works, while the gas is perfectly safe, and by years. Now which way will 1 do ?
and smooth chin is a Plmrasaieal proceeding.’ Last Wednesday he hired an Irishwoman to meantime we will conclude by wishing the sea is too rough to lower alter them, and two or three times a year for municipal ex 
freedom from smoke or lamp-black, as well as
help the men in the potatoes patch, and during Helen Conran -‘ God speed.” The Helen
oven when lucky enough to get a fare along penses. In addition, there is a fair prosits cheapness, is admirably adapted to culinary
“ Captain, what’s the fare to St. Louis?’—
The New York Sunday Atlas takes off the the day she dug fifteen barrels.
and dqpicstic use. It is said to possess fifteen “ What part of the boat do you wish to go on,
Conran is an iron vessel, of only 18 tons, side, we must work night and day, for fear peot of a heavy railroad tax. How to pay
all these is the first question; the second,
per cent, greater illuminating power than coal cabin or deck?” “ Hang your cabin,” said flash story papers in a Prize Romance entitled
Mrs. Brown says her husband is such a blun and was built by Archibald Denny at Dum a storm should compel us to out it away.
gas, being denser, a different kind of burner the gentleman from Indiana, 441 live iu a cabin “ Moses the Sassy ; or, the disguised Duke—A
It will be seen from this brief sketch, when are the hard times to end ?— N. If.
tale of blood and things, skewered by cleving derer, that he can’t even try on a now boot barton and sailed from Greenock on W ed
is required to obtain its full power.
at home ; give me the best you've got !”
without putting his foot in it.
kopy-rights.”
nesday for her destination.
that whaling in the Atlantic Ocean, from Journal of Commerce.
C H A R IT Y .

BY 10NE 6T. CLAIR.

D r. J e w e tt o n R u m and R hym e.
In the course of my ride from Fredrickton,
the capital of New Brunswick, to Woodstock,
my attention was directed by a fellow-passenger
to a sign placed over the door of a liquor shop
which was doubtless intended to render the es
tablishment famous, and secure to its bar ad
ditional patronage. Let me solicit for the es
tablishment the favor of a brief advertisement
in your columns. A rude painting of a bee
hive occupies a portion of the sign, and the fol
lowing verse the remainder :

D iv in g fo r S p o n g o .
An important resource for the fishermen of
Greece consists in the sponge and pearl-fisheries.
To pursue this employment with success, it is
indispensable that the sea should he calm and
not more than 30 feet deep. Those who fish for
oyster-pearls and the large shell-fish called hueeinium Irilonium descend to a very considerable
depth. These men arc exposed to real danger.
The chama (jiyas, an enormous bivalve, which
exists in the seas of Greece as well as of India,
has strength enough to bite a cable in two. Its
shell weighs no less than 550 lbs., anil the fish
itself about lOOlbs. It is a scene of no small
excitement to see two men go forth stripped, in
a diminutive boat, armed only with a knife
stuck in their leathern girdle. To watch them
as they lix their glance on the deep ; then, of a
sudden, to see one of them extending his arms,
and clasping his hands, make a plunge. lie
soon reappears above the waves with a sponge
in his hand, which he deposits iu tho boat, and
immediately prepares for tho acquisition of
others. Thus he works on during the day, and
returns to his home overcome by fatigue, and
bleeding from nose and cars. Should cramp
attack him while under the water, it is all up
with him : and equally miserable would lie his
late should he encounter a bivalye at the bot
tom of tho sea. Evon should he escape these
dangers, which are ever present to him, he may
perchance get entangled in the Uoating net of
the chama yriphoide. from which he would try
in vain to extricate himself, and having by good
fortune avoided all these hazards, he may yet
stand a chance of ending his days in the jaws
of a shark.— Bulletin.

Sabbath School P icnic at South Hope.

For the Gazette.
THINGS IN GENERAL.
France.
FEOM EXJROIPE.
5 P. M. A train tilled with military, includ
A Union Sabbath School, consisting of some A W ord for the Sons of Temperance.
It is rumored in Paris that the Chinese anti- ing the la w Grays, City Guards, Shields Guards
N
ew
Y
o
r
k
,
Oct.
13.—The
steamship
City
of
seventy-five teachers and scholars, Freeman
A fatal accident happened at Lincoln on Sat
European movement had extended itself to and other Companies, left here at four o'clock
M r . E d ito r :—It is doubtless a fact well
Smith, Superintendent, has been in operation known to the readers of the Gazette that there urday last. Two young men, Alvin Clay aged Washington, Petrie, from Liverpool noon of Japan and Cochin China.
for Harper's Ferry. Representatives of the
Thursday, October 20, 1859*
are two Divisions of the Order of Sons ol Tem 19 and Clias. Davis about the same age were Wednesday 28 ult., and Quecnston the follow
A Paris telegram of the 4th briefly announces press accompany the military.
in this Village during the past season, and has
perance in operation in this city—Lime Rock hunting together in the woods, when the latter ing day, arrived at this port this afternoon. that 5Iason, American 5Iinister, died on tiie 3d
i P. 51. A dispatch from 5Iartisburgh, west
9. M. PETTING1LL 6c CO., are authorized Agents for awakened a good deal of interest, and apparently Division, No 10, which holds its meetings on accidentally shot the former, the charge—buck Her news lias been anticipated by the Indian at of apoplexy.
of Harper’s Ferry, received via Wheeling and
receiving Advertisements and Subscriptions for this paper.
Offices—10 State St., Boston, and 119 Nassau St., New done much good. As there is no Church nor Tuesday evenings, at its ball in Custom House shot—taking fatal effect in the lower part of his Quebec,
Ita ly .
Pittsburg confirms the report that the insurrec
York.
Constantinople journals of the 14tli state
The Sardinian journals speak of insurrection tionists have possession of the Arsenal at Har
settled minister In South Hope, the people are Block, and Hyperion Division, No. -151, which neck. Clay never spoke and lived only a few
S R. NILES, (successor to V. B. Palmer,) Newspaper entitled to all the more praise for coming to meets on Saturday evenings, in Granite Block. minutes. A limb hit the lock of Davis’ gun that a dreadful fire had destroyed upwards of a ary movements having shown themselves at per s lerry, and says they have planted cannon
Advertising Agent, No. 1, Scollay’s Building, Court street.
The object of the organization of the Sons of and discharged it when they were but a few thousand houses in the Turkish capital. It Palermo.
at the bridge. All the trains have been stopped.
Boston, is authorized to receive advertisements for this pa gether without regard to the diversity of their Temperance is certainly such as to commend it feet apart.
broke out in the Quarter of Hass Kcni, built
The Savoy cross and Sardinian standard had A body ot armed men was getting ready to
per, at the rates required by us.
like an amphitheatre, on the Bide of a hill, and been hoisted on tiie old palace at Florence ; also proceed thither to clear the road. 'There was
religious belief, and sustaining a Sunday School to the public appreciation. It seeks to destroy
On Saturday afternoou, three young men, inhabited by 30,000 Jews, and the house being
intemperance and to reclaim its victims, aud
great excitement at 5Iartinsburg.
on all public buildings.
with so much zeal, unanimity and success.
was instituted to accomplish these objects. The son’s of 5Ir. Wm. Wyman of Belgrade, took of wood, the flames spread witli the most friglitWith this issue we commence forwarding
W ashing to n , Oct. 17—4 P. 51. On the re
Garribaldi had been received with enthusiasm
At the close of the school for the season it effects of this organization arc also happily such a liircli canoe aud went out on Belgrade pond iul rapidity. In a very short time upwards of
ceipt of the intelligence from Harper’s Ferry,
at
Bologna.
for the purpose of killing ducks. They were sixty habitations were "destroyed. The fire was
to each subscriber a-bill of the amount of his in was determined to have a kind of'a celebration,
as to claim for it the encouragement and sup
I he garrison at Ancona is said to have been orders were issued for three companies of mili
seen late on Saturday evening on tho pond, op- then, most persons thought, got under, but on
tary at Old Point and the crops of marines at
debtedness for the Gazette, We trust they will in a grove, with a procession, music, addresses, port of all who sympathise with its objects.—
reinforced.
It has been justified by its works. It has done positc the railroad depot. On Sunday morning the next day it again hurst out afresh and very
Letters from Naples say that the King had the Washington barracks to proceed thither
be promptly responded to that we may be spared refreshments, <fcc. This celebration took place much to arrest the tide of woe which rum has the canoe was discovered on the pond, bottom nearly one thousand houses were reduced to
without delay. The marines, 93 in number,
offered
to
lend
troops
to
tire
Pope,
in
conse
last Wednesday, the 12th inst., and all the made to llow over our land. It has raised the side up, and no doubt was entertained but the ashes. The inhabitants were seen running half
left in the 3 15 P. 51. train, with two 12 pound
the disagreeable necessity of placing them in
quence of the withdrawal of the French.
naked through the streets, seeking shelter —
people of the Village seemed to he engaged in fallen, strengthened the weak, confirmed the three men had been drowned.
howitzer and a full supply of ammunition. It
Spain.
other hands for collection.
On 5Ionday night, the 10th, the store and 5Iore than six hundred families, who lost all
is reported that they are under orders to force
it. The day proved to be a very fine one. The strong, and furnishes the means of counsel and
The
communications
between
the
Spanishand
they possessed, arc encamped on the hill. The
assistance
by
which
the
friends
of
temperance
dwelling
house
of
Mr.
Columbus
Buswell,
of
sky was without a cloud. The air was clear
English governments came to a perfectly satis the.bridge to-night at all hazards. Col. Faulkner
can concentrate and combine their forces for Etna, were destroyed . by fire. There was §75 Sultan ordered a number of military tents to be factory termination.
accornpanics them.
Claims on the Press.
and s till; the beautiful October sun shone in successful effort.
in cash in the money drawer. None of the supplied to afford them temporary shelter.
W ashington , Oct. 17.— In view of the possi
It is asserted that England will not offer op
The Paris Pays, a semi-official journal, an
The editor of the Lynn Bay State, in a late all his glory, and seemed to have some of his
But the consideration which, added to those good in the Btore were got out. The household
nounces the arrival of the American 5Iinister position to any measures Spain may take against bility of the disturbance at Harper’s Ferry ex
we
have
named,
gives
the
Order
the
strongest
furniture was mostly saved.
number o f his paper, makes some very perti glory reflected back by the rich and varied hues
tending
to this vicinity, the 5Iavors of Wash
Morocco.
at Pekin. He ascended one of the branches
ington and Alexandria have taken precaution
nent and forcible remarks under the caption of the frost-bitten foliage, now showing all the claim upon the support and co-operation of all
Riici*tia.
The Saco Democrat says Rev. Charles B. Rice ol the Peiho, accompanied by the members of
of our citizens who sympathize witli the temary
steps
for its suppression. The President,
The Emperor is expected to be at Warsaw
written above. The absurd and unwarranted tints and shades for which our American for peranee cause, is that it is the only adult temper a recent graduate of the Bangor Theological iiis legation. They were not allowed to see
through the 5Iayor of Washington, ordered a
claims upon the newspaper press to which he ests are remarkable, and late as it was the ance organization cxisliny in this city. 5Ve have Seminary, hits accepted the call to become the anything of the country, and, while awaiting the 15th of October, and it is reported that the strung detachment of volunteer militia to be
minister of the Congregational Society of Saco, an interview with the Emperor, were required Russian ministers in England, France, Prussia
alludes arc continually being urged by scores in temperature was warm enough, with that pe very many citizens who will support the tem llis ordination will probably take place early in
and Austria had received orders to meet him posted at the national and company armories,
not to leave tiie residence assigned to them.
perance cause by their voice and vote. Do
which was promptly done. Two hundred stand
nearly every community which has a newspaper, culiar softness and mellowness in the atmos those men support, or labor with, any temper December.
L ondon, Sept. 2 9 . —Some fresh details have there for conference.
of muskets and a supply of ammunition were
and such persons seem to think that the pub phere which makes a warm clear October day ance organization ? It it not their duty so to
A L if e S entence T erm in a ted .— W e learn been given in a Paris journal respecting the
also placed in the City Hall for emergency.
do ? It a pipeiirs very plain to us that those who from 5Ir. Simon F. Walker that “ John Quincy projected expedition to China. The force is to
lisher of a local paper is in duty bound to hold so attractive and enjoyable.
It is suggested by well informed persons that
1'IC O elI C J H j I F O R j Y I A .
The first thing in the order of the day was sympathise with the temperance cause should Adams Gove ” who was sentended to State consist of 12,000 men. chosen from the best
the cause of the insurrection is the repeated
his pen and his columns at the command of
give that cause the benefit of their inlluencc in Prison for life, three years ago for incendiarism men of every corps. It is certain that all the
fact
that not long since the contractor for the
St . Louis, Oct. 10th.
everybody who desires a gratuitous favor at his the assembling of the School and its friends at the community in which they live, and how can
at Lincoln, in this county, died in the Prison men of a regiment are not litted to endure the
construction of a government dam at the Ferry
The overland mail arrival here this evening, absconded, largely indebted to several hundred
hands. The obligation of the publisher of a M a n ley ’s H a l l , where prayer was offered and they do this better than by joining in the sup- at Thomaston on the 4th of October, of typhoid climate. A depot to repair deficiencies is to be
newspaper to his subscribers requires him to hymns were sung ; after which a procession piort of the organization which is the only rec fever. Ilis wife and mother were with hint in established near Ilong Kong or Shanghai. Tho bringing California dates of the 12th ult
employees, who have taken this step to indem
The Agricultural Fair at Sacramento was
departure of the force cannot take place before
ognized embodiment of the working temperance iiis last sickness.— Bangor Whig.
nify themselves, by the seizure of the govern
furnish them with such intelligence as he deems was formed and they marched to a beautiful
the first fortnight of November.
largely attended from all parts of the State.—
sentiment of the community? We shall as
ment funds, which it was supposed were trans
grove,
on
a
hill-side
sloping
to
the
South,
on
During the storm on Sunday, lightning
Crowds of politicians were assembled there, and
of most interest and importance to the public,
sume that the Order of the Sons of Temperance
ported
thither on Saturday. A gentleman just
A r r i v a l o f S tc u n a .l i i p A f r i c a .
the canvass for the successor to the late Senator in from Harper’s Ferry thinks the blacks par
or to that portion of the public to whom be land belonging to Mr. Church Fish, where two is as good an organization for the objects it lias struck a large rock on the farm of the late
Augustus Sherman, in Dartmouth, shivering
Broderick was already commenced. General
in
view
as
can
be
had,
because
the
friends
of
long
tables
had
been
set,
loaded
with
cakes,
looks for remuneration for his efforts. He
N ew Y ork , Oct. 14. The Canard steamship Denver and Governor Weller appeared to be the ticipate in the outbreak only on compulsion.
the cause among us have not demanded another. it into a thousand fragments, it then entered
R ichm ond , Oct. 17.—It is reported and be
should present them with such reading as he pies and fruits, and stands erected for speakers We think it, then, to be pdainly the duty of our a stone wall and ran along it in both directions Africa, from Liverpool noon of Oct. 1, arrived strongest candidates at present* but at least
at
her dock at 4 P. 51. to-day.
fifty
or
sixty
yards,
scattering
the
stones
and
and
singers,
and
seats
arranged
for
the
school,
half a dozen others are striving for the place. hoved that the Governor of Virginia has ordered
esteems of most general interest and profit, and
citizens who profess an interest in the temper
volunteer troops to Harper's Ferry.
The London builders’ strike remains in a very
splitting the larger ones into thousands of
5Ir.
Broderick's
estate
was
valued
at
§130,ance
cause
to
give
the
Order
of
the
Sons
of
and
where,
to
the
number
of
over
200,
the
for the public advantage, and no man has any
unsatisfactory state. Negotiations extending 000, but is encumbered to the amount of §85,9 P. 51.—There is great excitement here.
Temperance their hearty support. It speaks pieces.
claim upon him for gratuitous personal service company listened to the following exercises:— little for their interest in the work of temper
over two days, between tiie master builders and
Company F., with full ranks, has just left the
A new 5Icthodist church was dedicated at a deputation from the operative masons, had 000. He left no will, and it was supposed he armory, expecting to take a special train to
1.
Music
by
a
Choir
led
by
Mr.
C.
Fish.
had no relatives; but two persons in San Fran
which does not advance the interests of the
ance, if they leave the organization instituted Belfast on the 11th inst.
been brought to a close without any favorable cisco named Edmund Welsh and Lucy Brown night. This is a new company with a similar
2. Heading of the Scriptures.
to carry out that work, to languish and die for
publisher or Ins readers. The columns of a
result, and tiie breach between employers and claim the estate, being, as they assert, consins uniform to the Grays. The Grays leave for
The
Oxford
Democrat
informs
us
of
the
deatli
lack
of
the
support
which
they
withhold.
3
.
Prayer by Rev. Mr. Ball, of Wendell,
newspaper are no more public property than
Harper’s Ferry early in the morning. The
If we were asked what class of men send forth by drowning, of the son of Dr. D. W. Davis of employed was becoming wider and deeper than in the second degree.
before.
the stock in trade of a merchant or the time Mass.
The Pacific Railroad Convention, composed Governor left to-nigiit for Washington.
tlie influence most pernicious to the temperance Greenwood. Tho little fellow was missed, and
The
Great
Eastern
remained
at
Portland,
and
L a t e s t F ro m f t a r p e r ’s F e r r y .
4.
Music.
could
not
he
found,
until
the
water
was
drawn
of delegations from all the Pacific States and
and labor of a mechanic. And here is where
cause, we Should say, That class of respectable
if she is removed from that port before going Territories, was in session at San Francisco,
5. Address by Rev. J. O. Skinner, of l’ock- and wealthy citizens who are piroinincnt in every from the pond, revealing the fact that he had
H a r per 's F erry , Oct. 18—0 A. 51. Prepar
the error lies, for many people seem to enter
to
Holyhead,
the
Directors
have
determined
and very largely attended. John Bidcre of ations are making for an attack on the armory.
community, as heavy tax-payers and business been drowned. 11; probably slipped into the
tain the idea that the editor of a newspaper is lan d .
that she shall go to Southampton.
California, was chosen President; Edward Lan The soldiers are all around the grounds, ami
men, some of whom keep their wine, ale or water, while playing on a log in the pond.
0 . Musie.
F i- n u c c .
a common servant, to come and go at every
der, of Washington Territory and Alexander, for the last hour everything has been quiet.
brandy iu their houses, many of whom profess
5Ir. Forties of fhe Tempierancc Journal, con
Ponkey, of Oregon, Vice Presidents.
The
Emperor
was
not
expected
to
return
from
7.
Remarks
by
Rev.
Mr.
Couliard,
of
Rock
body’s beck and call, to -‘ puff,” praise, censure
a regard for temperance, but none of whom are tradicts, in indirect terms, the reported sale of
George Turner, a graduate of West Point,
Biarritz until the 8th of October.
A vast amount of statistical arguments in and one of the most distinguished citizens of
found in our tempierancc organizations. This that paper to Hon. John 51. Wood
and advertise at everybody's order, and that his ville, and Rev. Mr. Ball.
favor
of the various routes—also in favor of this vicinity, was shot yesterday while coming
The
Paris
Palrie
says
the
number
of
vessels
being so, how essential to the interests of the
8. Music.
paper is a common convenience, which every
The Bangor Union says that 5Ir. Green West, and troops which arc to form tiie Freneli expe the road itself—comprise the substance of the Into the town. He died during the night.
temperance cause it is that ttiose men who arc
To all these exercises the assembly listened iu the same rank with this class who arc truly of Amherst, had his leg broken below the knee dition to China lias not yet been decided upon. proceedings thus far but it is believed tiiat
body lias a right to command. On the contrary,
Three of the rioters are lying dead in the
Up to the commencement of August, no some action towards building the California por streets; three are lying dead in the river, and
a newspaper publisher pays for every column of with the most perfect attention and without temperance men should give their names and several years ago. On 5Ionday last, as lie was
treaty had been signed between France and tion of the road will be recommended before several are said to he dying within the armory.
Ills paper at a full price, and is entitled of any symptom of impatience or disorder. We their influence to the organization which is the passing behind his oxen, one of them kicked Cochin China.
the convention adjourns.
The following is a list of the killed among
recognized exponent of tempierancc principles him on the spot of the old fracture. He faint
course to use it as lie thinks projicr. He has never saw a more quiet and well-behaved compa- in their several communities. In no place is ed immediately, and although receiving no oth
Prince Napoleon left Zurich without having
The Sacramento Democratic State Standard the citizens and soldiers, as far as ascertained ;
an
interview
with
the
plenipotentiaries,
who
states,
on the authority of a prominent antino
on
such
an
occasion.
er
injury,
died
in
a
few
moments.
established his paper for a purpose, and he is at
the influence of this latter class more needed
Fountain Barkham Haywood, a negro p rtcr
were still in session. The 51oniteurdenies that Lecomptonite, aud warm supporter of Senator
After partaking of the bountiful collation than in Rockland. The business men are needed
liberty to devote his columns to such use as he
James B. Ilaseonib Esq., of Bloomfield, was the Emperor wishes to establish a kingdom in Broderick, that lie- (Broderick, while iu his at the railroad station.
Joseph Burnley of Harpr's Ferry.
in
our
temperance
organizations.
Their
pres
which
had
been
provided,
the
company
formed
thinks may best secure his purpose. Nobody
relieved of a wallet containing §118 at the late Italy for a prince of his house. France is con room in San Francisco, and just before receiv
ence, their names, tiieir influence, their sup
Evan Dorsey and George Richardson, of 5Iarhas a claim upon him to say this or that, un in order for marching and returned to the port are needed. We know that we have good Cattle Show and Fair of the Somerset Central tinuing its warlike preparations. Italy seems ing tho challenge from Terry, said he expected tinsburg.
Agricultural Society at Skowliegan.
to be almost on the eve of war. An amusing to receive challenges from 5Iessrs. Terry, Gwin
less he has purchased it, and the public are at place from which they started, led on by the men and true of this class in our community,
Another, a negro rioter, named Lewis Leary,
C attle Suow at L ewiston .—The Advocate account is furnished of 5Iinister Ward’s, un and Denver severally, and that lie expected to Las just died, lie confessed to the particulars
liberty to deal with him or not—to take his volunteer hand which made the music for the who sincerely profess an interest in the tem
perance cause. Will they show their interest says the exhibition of stock was fine ; that of dignified entry into Pekin ; at latest accounts kill all three of them before leaving fur Wash ot the plot, which he says was concocted by
paper or let it alone.
occasion, consisting of one fife, one clarionette,
Brown, at a fair held in Uhio two months ago.
in this cause by joining themselves to the or com and esculents good, and that of fruits not lie had not had an interview with the emperor. iugton.
A publisher fixes his terms for advertising at two trombones, and two drums ! The drums ganization which is laboring in its behalf ?
There had been no arrival or departures from
By the wrecking of tiie steamer Admilla near
so good as last year. The Fair was not so good
The rioters have just sent out a flag of truce,
such prices as lie deems just, and offers his were never beaten with a more hearty good-will
A few weeks since, near the middle of a bright as last year, while the exhibition of stock was Cape Northumberland, soutli coast of Australia San Francisco since the sailing of the steamer and say that, if not protected by the soldiers at
on the 20th. Business was dull, and the de present here, they will hang all they capture.
87 lives were lo s t; only 25 were saved.
columns to the public on those terms. He owns than on that day. One of the drummers served warm day, we sawn man of middle age piassiug better.
mand for goods from the country had improved
I in ly .
H a r p e r ' s F e r r y . Oct. 18—8 A. 51. The
through our principal street, leading a little
\ sad accident occurred at Rangeley, 5Ioosehis paper and issucg it at a large cost, and is as in the last war with Great Britain. If mu
boy of some five or six years, evidently his son.
The Times Paris correspondent says : The somewhat, hut importers were doiug but very- Amory has lreen stormed and taken, after a de
fully entitled to the prices lie charges for ad* sicians with such ill-sorted instruments can do The man was drunk, reeling from side to side hcad la k e, on the 7th inst. A company of latest and most accredited report respecting Italy little. A cargo of 8000 bags of Rio Coffee, re termined resistance.
fishermen came up the lake to David Howe’s,
ceived by ship W. B. Scranton, had been sold
Col. Shute approached witli a flag of truce,
vertising as any merchant or mechanic to the so well what might they not do with better of the walk, and dragging his unconscious lit and
an a on
m an on u
ra w in g bis
ms gun
g u n oout
u t oi
■ the Grand Duke of Tuscany
..........j will
. . . regain
. . —
onee man
drawing
of m
thee ,is■that
at auction at pricesaveraging §14 20 1-2 per aud demanded a surrender. After expostulat
current prices for goods or labor. But do his ones! Before the company dispersed, a few tle son after him in his devious course. We boat by the muzzle, it went off, and the charge llU tl.,rfone’ n(J by forcible means, but by an bag. Provisions nominal. Sugar heavy.
.
.
.
.
.
,
.r?
r.n
nuniversal
n iv o v sm l km
tm n -o accompanied
m in i l.ir
ing
some time the rioters refused to surrender.
appeal
to
suffrage,
by
never met with an incident which gave us a .hot just
over his right eye. it is not probable
customers deal with him on this fair basis ? In evolutions were executed under the direction deeper impression of the vileness of the traffic
A special despatch from independence says
The marines advanced to the charge, and en
tiie grant of a constitution and by a general
many instances not so. 5Ir. A., the merchant, of the Marshall of the day, byway of diversion which brought that man to sucli degradation in that he is living at this time. His name we amnesty ; that the Duchess oi Parma will have that Capt. Simpson and party reached that city deavored to break the door down with sledge
have not been able to ascertain; lie belonged in
brings in an advertisement which lie wishes and exercise, a few toasts and sentiments were tho presence of his innocent and unknowing Abington, 51ass., and was about 59 years old. Modena, and that Parma will remain annexed yesterday from California via. Camp Floyd.— hammers, but it resisted all their efforts.
A large ladder was then used as a batterin'*
to Piedmont. The warmest and most sanguine The captain reports that his return route to
published. He is told the price, hut demurs— offered, and three cheers were given in honor child. Wo thought, as we looked upon the
R e v . Geo. E. Adams lias preached in Bruns partizans have now given up hopes of being California was better than the outward one.— ram, and the door gave way.
mournful sight, that it was a shameful reproach
can’t afford to pay it, and withdraws his jiat- of the day ; and thus closed a very pleasant oc upon every citizen who is doing nothing, by wick 30 years, and the Telegraph says that in emancipated from Papal rnle.
Both routes are 250 miles shorter than the
The rioters fired briskly and shot three ma
ronage if lie can not have it inserted for half casion, one long to be remembered doubtless by word or deed, to avert the curse which had Iiis 30th anniversary sermon on the 25th ult.,
The Hi raid Paris correspondent says : The Humboldt river route, and of a much superior rines, tho marines firing in turn through the
lie said that but one person was present who Duke of Modena is at the head of ten thousand grade. He found plenty of water, wood and partly broken door.
the regular price. Or perchance he advertises the hoys and girls of South Hope; and may caused so mournful a spectacle.
troops, backed by live thousand more under the grass. Capt. S. also, by direction of Gen.
Is there anything to deter our influential men listened to his first sermon in that town.
frequently during the year, and at its close, they also remember, and heed, the instructions
Johnson, explored the new pass through the
William Fogg, Esq., died in Elliot, Me., on
Grand Duke of Tuscany.
who favor the temperance cause from joining
when his bill is presented, lie wants a deduction received in their Sunday School
Kalbcrmatten lias collected some 10,000 men, 5Iinta 5Iounta!ns, which will shorten Simmons the 18th of September, aged 09 years. He had
themselves to the organization which labors for
A nother C alifornia D uel . —The San Fran
of fifty per cent, lie thinks it too large, aud
that cause? Nothing that we can see, and yet cisco correspondent of the New York Times says f whom about one-third are Croats, and the route to Camp Floyd by about ten miles, and lreen intimately connected with public affairs
M asonic . —At a communication of Aurora very few of them are there. Arc they ashamed that another fatal duel was fought on the 10th remainder Swiss, aud he has gone out to \ ien- in ease a pass is found through the Rocky in the county of York for tiie last half century,
had no idea it would he so much. Now if this
of the
Minta iriver,
na, it is said, to organize a plan of attack Mountains directly east o*
t..o numu
™ , aa fbe farm on which lie was born, passed his life
publisher should demand that 5Ir. A. should Lodge, held at Masonic Hall in this city on to he found in the same organization with hon of September, at a place about five miles from against Fanti’s army of Central Italy, now route "I1! , ve bccn ol,tainea ?h.ortcr than any and died, lias been in the possession of the fam
est laborers and “ greasy mechanics?” Are San Andreas, between Dr. Preston Goodwin
sell him a barrel of flour for five dollars when Friday evening the 14th, inst., the following they afraid of soiling their pdiarasaic garments ? and Col. Wm. Jell'. Gatewood. The parties concentrated around Rimini, whilst the Arch- rou^° which now crosses the Plains.
ily since 1080—a period of 180 years.
the regular price was ten, or if Mr. A. had officers, for the ensuing Masonic year, were Are they too aristocratic in, tiieir mode of fought with rifles ; distance, 40 yards. At the dukes would operate from the North.
A n A bsconding 5 I ercuant .—The Cincinnati
Piedmont
is
also
eagerly
preparing
for
the
Rumored
Insurrection
of
Blacks
duly
installed
by
R.
W.
O.
J.
Fernald
ofThomwell-doing?
We
certainly
trust
that
none
of
first fire Dr. Goodwin fell mortally wounded,
supplied his family with provisions and dry
Commercial reports that Henry Falls, a carpet
fray.
them are so unchristian and so unmanly.— and died about two hours afterwards.
B altim o re , Oct. 17
goods for the year, aud, on presenting his hill aston :—
dealer
in that city, has absconded, leaving liabil
It
is
stated
that
the
reports
of
disturbances
What, then, is there to prevent or excuse them?
S amuel B ryant , W. 51.
A despatch just received from Frederiekton, ities estimated at §100,000.
should lie asked to deduct one-half from it, he
in Naples are unfounded, but that some agita
F a l u l A c c id e n t.
We know of nothing. We Iiopie that this class
C.
N.
B
ean , S. W.
and
dated
this
morning,
states
that
an
insurrec
of citizens will awake to their duty, and will
would certainly refuse at once to allow so un
B ancor , Oct. 15.—A despatch from Frank tion prevailed and government had taken pre
tion lias broken out at Harper’s Ferry, where an
W . A. B arker , J. W.
no longer delay to give tiieir membership, their fort states that Col. Robert Treat, a prominent cautionary measures.
just u demand. Yet this is just the manner in
late letters asserts that Aquiuala, iu the armed band of abolitionists have full possession L IM E , WOOD & CASK MARKET
support and influence to the two Divisions of and highly respected citizen of that place, step
B.
B.
B ea n , Treasurer.
which many people think it perfectly right to
of
the government arsenal.
Abruzzi,
was
in
ojien
revolt.
the
Sons
of
Tempierancc
in
our
city.
If
these
ped off backwards from a wharf this forenoon
Reported for the Gazette, by
E noch D a v ie s , Secretary.
The express train going east was twicc-llred
treat the publisher of a newspaper, and the de *
men will do this, the cause of tempierancc and falling fifteen feet, struck upon his head,\ Orders had been given to 'put Capua aud
A L D E N U L M E R , In spector.
into,
and one of the railroad hands and a negro
J.
E.
S iiekman , S. D.
i
other
fortified
places
on
a
war
footing.
among
us
will
tic
greatly
strengthened,
and
sure
crushing it so severely as to cause death in less
mand iu the one case is just as reasonable as
_______
i A movement of troops was taking place at killed while they were endeavoring to get the
R ockland , October 20.
beneficial results will follow. We ask our citi than an
W m. F essenden , J . I).
hour.
that in the other. We quote a portion of the
Lime per cask,
5 7 1®53
zens of all classes to consider tiie claims and
The Treat family is one of the oldest on the i ,NaPIcs’ iln,d important commands are said to train through the town.
L. 51. T ru e , S. S.
|4
The insurrectionists also stopped two men, Casks,
Bay Slate’s article:
objects of this organization. The Order is rapid river, and in its various branches has many. have already beeu bestowed.
Kiln-wood, per cord,
82,25 (® -»,50
L.
1).
A nderson , J. S.
who
had
been
to
town
with
a
load
of
wheat,
Rumor snys that the Pope contemplates aban
ly increasing its numbers throughout the State, representatives still living in Frankfort and vi
“ I f a man raises a big apple, or squash, he
L. 51. T rue , Tyler.
and we think the number of Divisions and mem cinity, and among its active business men.— doning Rome, aud again taking refuge in and, seizing their wagon, loaded it with rifles
expects his name to appear in print for the great
and sent them into Maryland.
SPE C IA L N O TICES.
berships lias doubled within the year. Wc are Col. Treat was concerned largely in navigation Guitn.
privilege granted the editor in looking at i t ;—
The insurrectionists numlrer about 250
F ire a t F rankfort . —A Coopier Shop was glad to know the good work is going on so and in timber lands, and owned real estate in
Naples letters of the 27th, state that 15,000
not that he could possibly enjoy a baked apple,
or a squash pie; or, if lie did, he might get partially consumed by lire at Frankfort on Sun bravely, and trust tliat Lime Rock and Ilyperi liangor and elsewhere. His estate is valued at soldiers iiad been sent to the frontiers, and that whites, and are aided by a gang of negroes.
S. E. BENSON,
At last accounts lighting was going on.
10,000 more would follow.
them as he could. Joe Chcatem has invented a day evening 10th inst. Supposed to lie the on Divisions may soon have their halls crowded from §300,000 to §500,000.
f The above is given just as it was received
with members, and that our community may
machine, by which the whole world is to be
C h in n .
1 3 E 3S
TT I S T ,
work
of
an
incendiary,
as
this
was
the
second
here.
It
seems
very
improbable,
and
should
be
reap the benefit of tiieir prosperity.
benefitted, and he become a millionaire—that
T he Q uestion S e t tle d !—Those eminent men,
There is no later news, hut the Paris Patrie
A T IIIS R E S ID E N C E ,
is, he thinks so ; the editor may have the priv time the building had been fired within a few
T eetotaler .
Dr. James Clark, Physician to Queen Victoria, publishes the following in regard to the move received with great caution until confirmed by
further
advices.]
First Door from MAIN STREET on PARK STREET,
ilege of lookiny at it, if he will puff it for noth w e ek s.
and Dr. Hughes Bennett, say that consumption ments of 5Ir. Ward, the American’ Minister:
B a ltim ore , Oct. 17.
B urnett ’s K a l h s t o x . —The American ladies can be cured. Dr. Wistar knew this when he The last news fromShanghae establishes beyond
ing, and spend half a day in finding out and
R o c k la n d ,
describing its merits. The Society for the aid
A later despatch says the affair at H arpr's
IFF T1k>p o etic a d v ertise m en t o f Mr. II. 5Ion- are distinguished when young, for freshness aud discovered his Balsam or Wild Cherry, and ex doubt the arrival of 5Ir. Ward, the American
3ZT AH operations warranted
of Cripples, principally made up of persons too
Ferry
is
much
exaggerated.
There
is
no
insur
Rockland, Oetober 18, 1859.
43tf
brilliancy of complexion almost without a par perience has proved the correctness of his Envoy, at Pekin. This diplomat ascended the
lazy to work, must have the aid of the press, roe w ill a ttra ct a tte n tio n to its e lf, an d w c h ope
opinion.
Ki-Tebcon Yuu llo , one of the branches of the rection—only a difficulty among the employees
M A N S F I E L D ’S
~
and all of their advertising done for nothing. to tiie a r tic le , “ T he G reen M ountain F eed allel among other nations, and which rarely
Peiho, accompanied by all the members of his at the Armory, with which the negroes had
The Fourth oj July is to lie celebrated—all the C utter , ” w h ich it a d vertises, an d o f w h ic h it fails to excite admiration and remark among
P ike ’s P eak . —The Pocky Mountain Reporter Legation. Arrined at Ningho-fow, tiie Ameri nothing to do.
V E GE T A B L E
31 I T I G A T O R .
newspapers of the place arc expected to write is tr u ly said ;—
[ t h ir d d e sp a t c h .]
travellers from the most refined countries of the of Sept. 24, makes the following statement of can corvette which had brought 5Ir. Ward was
In preparing this Medicine for public U3e, the author has
and print—find brains and ink—all that is
the
yield ol the gulch mines, near Gregory’s retained in port.
B altim o re , 17— 1 P. 51.
old
world.
But,
too
often,
this
charming
char
spared
neither
pains,
labor,
nor
cost, to make it worthy of
“
It
is
the
cheapest
machine
in
tiie
m
arket;
it
necessary to get the public up to the Indepen
mine :
The members of the legation, under guidance
patronage and a name which it privately claims.
It is apprehended that the affair at Harper's public
dence pitch, and publish all the advertisements is very simple, and can hardly get out of order; acteristic becomes laded and lost from a want of
‘ From the head of Russell Gulch to where W. of a 51andarin, were placed in a huge box,
It.H qualities are not produced by a combination of cheap
it
will
do
marly
double
the
work
witii
the
same
hut are the result of a union of superior and
of meetings, together with the orders of pro
that care in preserving it which so trying and G. Russell & Co. are at work there are sixty about five metres long by three broad, which Ferry is mole serious than our citizens seem ingredients,
articles. Its real cost is double that of many medi
cession, and the names of the great men who amount of power ; it never chokes up, but its changeable a climate demands. To retain its companies and three hundred men at work, who was closed everywhere but above, so as to pre willing to believe. Tiie wires from Harper's costly
cines :n the market w hnh pretend to have equal excel
figure, one way and another, in the business, capacity is only limited by tiie strength or power bloom and freshness unimpaired, to a much la are taking uut on an average §10,500 a week. vent those in it from seeing the country. This Ferry are cut,'and consequently we have no tel lence -its superiority is beyond dispute. This statement
not lest upon my single assertion, but is cork-oborat
without even a thank ye" for doing it. A mon applied : it will cut cornstalks as readily as fine ter period than is generally the case, Burnett's The season is so liir advanced that hundreds box, or travelling chamber, provided with all egraphic communication beyond 5Ionocac sta does
ed by the testimony of the first physicians in Massachu
ument is to l e erected, to commemorate some English Hay. In fact, we don’t believe it can
have recorded tiieir claims and gone home to things necessary for the comfort of the travel tion.
setts and Maine, to whom the formula has been presented.
Kalliston is a most powerful auxiliary.
**
be
improved.
It
took
the
first
prize
at
tiie
re
Tiie
Southern
train,
which
was
due
here
at
The great virtue of the Mitigator consists in the extraor
great national event, and the committee who
make preparations for next year’s work.
ler, was placed on a raft, and taken first up the
strength and perfection to which its composition
have charge of the business, tell the public— cent State Fair, and such judges as Dr. Holmes,
We find in Russell’s Gulch S91 men at work ; river, and then up tiie Imperial Canal as far as an early hour this morning, has not yet arrived. dinary
been carried, and this is shown by its rapid, complete,
2?" 5Iessrs. Cobb, White & Case’s advertise
It is rumored there is a stampede of negroes has
for nothing, o f courst— that it will only cost of the 51ainc farm er, pronounce it unequalled.
they are taking out on an average weekly §35,- the gate of the capital. Here it was placed on
and successful operation in cases of neuralgia, pain, swell
from
this
State.
There
are
many
other
wild
ing
ami
stiffness of the joints, rheumatism, nervous and
one cent to each inhabitant in the country—can't This machine ought to he iu the barn of every ment will be found worthy the attention of all 585, or nearly §39 per man.
a large truck drawn by oxen, aud in this way
sick headache, scrofula, dyspepsia, bronchitis or sore
they give th a t! They straightway get up a farmer in 5Iainc.
In Nevada there are uinty-seven men at work tiie 51inistcr of the United States and the mem rumors, but nothing authentic as yet.
who have any necessities to be supplied. Read
throat, canker and obi ulcerous sores, cramps, cholera,
A
F
u
l
l
A
c
c
o
u
n
t
.
project for raising funds, and paying themselves
dysentery, diarrhea, llesh wounds, burns, lameness oi the
who are taking out weekly §3750, or nearly bers of iiis legation entered the town of Pekin.
2 T The meeting of the Band of Hope last ! *ur 5 0Ulscd' es-_______
_______
fat salaries, and call on the several newspapers
B altim ore , Oct. 17—2.30 P. 51.—The West hack, side or breast, inllamation of the bowels, and all
§39 per man.
They were perfectly well treated by the Chi
morbid conditions of the system. It may he used inter
throughout the land to contribute from §25 to Wednesday aftesnoon was pretty well attended,
In Illinois Gulch, 51issouri Flats, there arc nese, but were not allowed to see anything.— ern train on the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad nally or externally.
N orth B a n k . —At the Annual 5Ieeting of the
1’repared only by W m. P, Ma n s f ie l d , Rockland, M e.,
$50 apiece in advertising, to make the tiling and the exercises in singing and speaking by the
at work 110 men, who are taking out weekly The truck was drawn into the courtyard of a has just arrived here. Its officers confirm the
Stockholders
of
this
Bank
held
on
the
8th
inst.,
to whom all orders must be addressed.
go ! And so it goes.
§4824, or over §42 per man.’
large house, which was to be the residence of statement first received touching the disturban
For sale at C. T. Fessenden’s, Rockland, and in diug
Is it not time for the publishers of newspa children were interesting. 5Iaster Edward Ev J ohn B ir d , R ou’t C rockett, E. 5Y. P endleton ,
ces
at
Harpr's
Ferry.
Their
statement
is
to
stores
generally, throughout the country.
The Chicargo Press and Tribune of Wednes tho American Envoy, hut from which they were
October 5, 1859.
4 ltf
pers to put a stop to all this business? Is it erett Jones, who is not more than six years of A zariah S tanley , and J oseph F arw ell , were day says :
not allowed to go out. At the latest dates they the effect that the bridge-keeper at Harpr's
Ferry,
perceiving
that
his
lights
had
been
ex
not time for them to combine, for the protec !age, is one of the readiest and loudest of the chosen Directors. At a subsequent meeting of
‘ Pike’s Peak gold is making its appearance were awaiting tiieir interview with tiie Empe
IMPORTANT DISCOVERY.
tion of their own rights and interests? Is it
quite freely in this market. A S, Evans, Esq., ror. They had not been allowed to have any tinguished, weut to ascertain the cause, when
RKL1BP IN TEN MINLTES i !
not time for them to form an association for the little deelaiiners. He spoke two pieces last the Directors, J ohn B ird was re-elected Presi purchased yesterday from 51r. Simeon Gray, as comuuiuication with tho outer world, but were be was pursued and fired upon by a gang of
Subsequently t h e t r a i n B R 4 a ^ ' s *’ 1 L J I O . V I U u 1 F f c l R S
public good ?—the piress is a public benefit; all Wednesday, and is a young orator who is de dent and S . N . H atch Cashier. A semiannu the proceeds of two months’ labor, live hundred permitted to send a dispatch to 5Ir. Fish, the blacks and w h ite s .
came
along,
when
a
colored
man,
who
acted
as
"re
1
,1
me ju re oi Covens, C o ld s , A sthm a
the tjuards of managers of all the tens of thous termined nut to dishonor his illustrious name- al dividend of three per cent was declared pay and twenty dollars’ worth. There were five or American Consul at Shanghae, informing him
B r o n c h it is , S ohe T h r o a t , H o a r sen ess , D if f ic u l t
ands of societies, will say so.
six others in his office having from two hundred of their safety. Alter the interview the Amer assistant to tho baggage master, was shot, re Br e a t h in g , I n c ip ie n t C onsu m ptio n , and D is e a s e s of
able on and after the 15th inst.
ceiving
a
mortal
wound,
aud
the
conductor,
Is it not time for them—the editors and pub
to two thousand dollars each. A letter from a ican 5Iinister was to ho re-conducted to the
5Ir. Phelps, was threatened with violence if he t h e L ungs . They have no taste of medicine, and any
lishers of newspapers—to say that they need
R ockland B a n k . —Tho annual meeting of the reliable source at the mines, now before us, es frontier in the same way as that iu which lie
The T emperance L evee . — We trust that our
attempted to proceed with the train. Feeling child will take them. Thousands have been restored lo
timates the amount mined daily in the Gregory came.
help? And suppose they choose a committee
Stockholders of the above named bank was held
uncertain as to the condition of affairs, the con health that had before despaired. Testimony given in him.
to walk right straight into the grocery stores, citizens will see to it that there is a good audi
district at §40,000, and throughout the several
ductor waited until after daylight before he dreds of cases. A single dose relieves iu ten m in u t e s .
and take a few barrels of sugar ; and then into ence at the Temperance Levee to be given by on the 8th inst., at which time, A. II. K imuall, districts at §100,000 per day. These luiucs
Ask for Bryan’s Pulmonic Wafers—the original and only
the flour stores, and take a few barrels of flour ; the lady visitors of Lime Rock Division, S. of W m. 5 I c’L oon , F. Conn, N. A. F arw ell , J ona . will ere long begin to tell upon the commercial L A T E R F R O M E U R O P E . ventured to proceed, having delayed the train genuine is stamped “ Bryan.” Spurious kinds ate offered
six hours.
and then into the dry goods stores, and take a
W h it e , T imothy W illiams, aud T homas Colson interests of the W est.’
for sale. Twenty-flve cents a box. Sold by dealers gener
51r.
Phelps
says
the
insurrectionists
number
T.,
on
Friday
evening,
for
the
ladies
have
un
F
arther
P
oint
,
Oct.
10—The
North
llriton
few pjieces or yards, ol broadcloth ; and into the
ally,
200 blacks and whites and that they have full JOB MOSE9, Sole Proprietor, Rochester, N. V.
left Liverpool at 2 o’clock P. 51. on the 5th.
M e e tin g o f th e V e r m o n t L e g is la tu r e .
shoe stores, aud take a few pairs of boots and dertaken to see to it that all who do come shall were chosen as Directors for the ensuing year.
possession of the United States Armory.
For sale m Rockland by c . P. FESSENDEN and N*
G re a t B rita in .
M ontpelier , V t., Oct. 13. The two houses
Bhocs, and so on ;—or, suppose they do not ab have a good time. The Band arc to be there At a subsequent meeting of the Directors A. II.
WIGGIN, and by one Druggist in every town in the Unit
The party is commanded, or led, by a man ed
solutely take these things, hut tell the owners of
The English papers publish an interesting
K imuall was re-elected President, and W. II. of the Vermont Legislature convened at 10
States.
and
discourse
their
richest
notes,
vocal
music
named
Anderson,
who
lmd
lately
arrived
at
March 16. 1858.
i2tf
them that the public expiects them to give these
T itcomd, Cashier.
Semi-annual dividend of o ’clock this morning. The Senate was called letter from Kossuth, expressing the greatest Harper’s Ferry.
articles to the conductors of the press, and they will lx; provided and short speeches will be
to order by Lieut. Gov. Martin, and the oaths grief at the Villa Franca arrangement, at the
The military of Frederick had been ordered
think that the traders’ interests will be greatly made. Refreshments in abundance will Ire on 3 1-2 per cent was declared payable on and af administered. Rev. Wm. II. Lord was elected moment when the deliverance of his country
Chaplain. A canvassing committee was ap was within reach, lie says lie returns to Eng out.
promoted by their complying with the very sale. The proceeds of this levee will Ire devoted ter the 15th inst.
The mail train going west, got as far as San
pointed, aud the Senate adjourned.
reasonable request!
land again a poor exile, only ten years older,
to
the
benefit
of
the
Division,
and
the
object
of
dy, when 51r. Hood, the baggage master, and
Now, the demands that are constantly made
L ime R ock B a nk . —At the annual meeting of
The House was called to order by the Secre from hitter pangs of disappointment.
P A L M E R S It L O CK ,
upon the publishers of newspapers are just as j the entertainment should call out all who wish tiie Stockholders of said Bank, held on the 5th, tary of State, 51r. Dean, and, after the call of
The cable for the telegraph from Aden to another party started on foot to the bridge.—
SIGN BLUE MORTAR.
consistent as those that arc mentioned in the j to sec the temperance cause prosper among us. inst., II. G. B erry , B en j . C rabtree , R euben the roll, proceeded to the choice of Speaker, Kurrachee lias been dispatched from Liverpool. They went over the bridge, and were taken and
case- wc have supposed. The publisher looks to j u .t
boJ
*
*
and the following was the result of the ballot; It is expected to Ire laid by the middle of Jan. imprisoned, but subsequently went before the
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in DRUGS, MEDICINES.
and PATENT MEDICINES of every ap
the advertising columns ot his paper for profit,
•’
’
anu mKe nis w h o , o i ms sis S iierer , J . W a kefield , J . T. B erry , J . S. Co
O. F. Edmunds of Burlington, Rep., 174
when communuication between London and captain of the insurrectionists, who refused to CHEMICALS
proved kind, CHOICE PERFUMERY, HAIR DYES
as much as the trader does to his goods. 11c | tor’ or 8ome otaer person’s sister, which, when burn , T. W. IIix, and J ohn S pear , were chosen
P. D. Deane of Barnard, Dcm.,
30
Calcutta will be complete. The length of the let anything pass.
SOAPS, COSMETICS. JELLIES, OLIVES. CITRON,
All the eastern bound trains lying west of MACE, FIGS, LARD ami LINSEED OILS, PAINTS,
cannot pay printers, and rent, aud taxes, and
Scattering,
18
voung man hasn’t one of his own, will do as Directors for the ensuing year. At a subse
new shipment is 1900 knots, and electricians
Harper’s Ferry have been taken, persons this DYE STUFFS, PAINT BRUSHES and PORTERS
support himself, from the proceeds of his sub- well,
and 5Ir. Edmunds was declared elected. Chas. report it in a high state of perfection.
BURNING FLUID. All ol which will be sold at the
quent meeting of the directors held on the same
gcription list, csjiccially in a small city or coun
Cummings of Brattleboro’, the present incum
flic Earl of Jersey died at London aged 87 side the river tying them together and taking lowest market prices forca««l* o r a p p r o v e d c r e d i t .
off" tho slaves.
Rockland, October 7,1857.
lltl
try place ; for, under the “ credit system,”
years.
Messrs, N. A. & S. H. Burpee have re day, lion. II. G. B erry , was re-elected Presi bent, was chosen Clerk.
The mail train bound west has returned to
many don’t pay, and not a few never mean to,
Tho Directors of the Great Eastern have
cently purchased the lot of land next south of dent, and A. D. N ichols Cashier. A scmi-AnPARTICULAR^NOTICE?
N ew Y ork , Oct 17.
and it costs nearly as much to collect the bal
finally decided that the ship shall not go to Moaocacy.
that formerly occupied by their building, which nual divided of 2 per cent was declared.
There are from 500 to 700 whites and blacks To Country People visitin g Itoekl-jiul.
John Calhoun, who figured so prominently Southampton, but leave Portland for Holyhead
ance as it is worth.
concerned in the insurrection.
There is a chance for reform in this particu has been removed to the new lot, and they ore
The Bonnet at the head of 5Ir. Wass’ in Kansas troubles, died at St. Joseph, 5Io., ou the trial trip October 8th, arriving at Holy'hereas it having come to my knowledge that strang
The United States 5Iarincs at Washington ersWvisiting
last
Wednesday.
lar, which the press, if it has any power, now erecting a large addition to their work
head about the 11th. If the trial is successful
Rockland on purpose to patronize
advertisement is from the hand of Mr. Fling,
are under orders for Harper’s Ferry.
Counterfeit 3 ’s on the Danvers Bank, 5Iasa.,
oui'ht to set itself immediately about; for its
shop and ware-rooms. AVc are glad to see this and proves the fact that we have a very credible and the 5Iechanics Bank, New Haven, were put it is intended to despatch the vessel to America
K I T T R E D G E ’S c h e a p c a s h s t o r e
There
is
great
excitement
in
Baltimore,
and
Bel Prospect, its very existence, depends upon it.
on the 20th. No passengers are to be taken on
in circulation on Saturday evening.
The press has always been liberal—it always evidence of their prosperity.
the trial trip. It is said that the maximum the military are moving. Several companies have often been deceived m regard to finding my store ;
Engraver among us.
number of revolutions shall be obtained from are in readiness to take the train which will Therefore, this is to cautiou all persons not to be de
will Ire ; but let it be understood that it is not
ceived, as my Store
S
liip
A
s
h
o
r
e
.
both
engines before proceeding to sea with pas leave soon.
to do all the work for no pay, while others do
F ir e . —The alarm of fire on Tuesday morning
P ro f . M a n v il l ' s G recia n H a ir R e sto ra tive .
B altimore, Oct. 17.
Is not the South End Cheap Store.
sengers. During the trip from the Thames tiie
4. P. 51. An account from Frederick says a
little or no work for good pay.”
lost, wns found to proceed from the dwelling of TIhb is a new article recently introduced into
Ship Silver Star, from Alexandria lor San paddles never exceeded above eight and a quar letter has been reeeived there from a merchant At present I have no sign, but my Store is at
N o . 1 S p e a r B lo c k .
Hon. N. A. Burpee, on 51iddle St. The prompt this market by Rufus Small, of Biddeford, and Francisco, is ashore at Smith’s Point.
ter,
and
the
screw
more
than
thirty-two
revolu
at
Harper’s
Ferry,
sent
by
a
boy
who
had
to
New Y oke, Oct. 19.—A young man on
unknown Behooner, loaded with logwood tions per m inute; and to obtain maximum cross tiie mountain and swim the river, which near COBB, W IGHT Sc. CASE’S Store. Furthermore'm y
his way to the Chemical Bank this afternoon, and efficient action of the Fire Department (of is recommended very highly as a Hair Restora audAncoffee,
Store will close nbout the 15th of December, to make
sp
ed
paddles
must
go
fourteen
and
screw
fiftysays
that
all
the
principal
citizens
are
impris
is
ashore
near
Hog
Island.
preparations for the
to deposit §4800, T'as robbed of the whole which 5Ir. Burpee is chief) saved the premises tive. lo r sale in this city at N. II. Hall’s
three revolutions.
oned, and many have been killed ; also that the
S P R IN G C A M P A IG N .
amount. The robber cho'.^d him, and left from destruction. Origin of the fire unknown. Lime Rock St., opposite the Post Office. See
The London Builders’ Strike continues unad Railroad agent had been shot twice, and that
C. F. KITTREDOB,
The Great Eastern is now called in Portland,
advertisement.
9vf4i
Damage immaterial.
him insensible.
the watchman at the depot had been shot dead Rockland, Oct. 4,1859.
justed
the Great Uncertain.

&{re Hacfclanb

F. G- COOK’S
CITY D R U G S T O R E ,

THE GREAT

E N G LISH

/
“
“
“
w
“
“
•»
“
“
“
*•
“
“
“
“
“

Pearl, Robinson, Danvers.
Cornelia, Gutchell, Portsmouth.
Hector, Chandler, Portsmouth.
u D ,------- , Camden.
Xeponset. Ingraham, Salem.
Lucy White, Glover, New York.
P allas,-----, New York.
A Jameson, Jameson, New York.
Boliver, Ingraham, New York.
Hurd, Pierce, New York.
Warrior, Crockett, New York.
Paragon, Robinson, Boston.
Uncle Sam, Famham, Boston.
Leo, Pratt, Boston.
Gentile, Morion, Boston.
Equal,'Kellar, Boston
Antaudu, Knowlton, Boston.
SUNDAY, Oct. 16.
Ship Jenny Beals, (new) Crocker, New Orleans.
Sch Delaware, Foster, Boston.
“ Pilot, Snow, Boston.
“ Minervu, Crockett, Boston.
“ Sea Serpent, Arey. Boston.
Savory, Robbins, Eden.

REMEDY.

SIR JAM ES CLARKE’S
C e le b r a t e d F e m a l e P i l l s .
Prepared fro m a prescription o f Sir J. Clarke,
M. D ., Physician Extraordinary to the
Queen.
Tliia invaluable Medicine is unfailing in tbe cure of all
those painful and dangerous diseases to which the female
constitution is subject. It moderates all excess, and re
moves all obstructions, and a speedy cure may be relied
T O M A R R IE D L A D IE S
it s peculiarly suited. It will, In a shot time, bring on
the monthly period with regularity.
Each bottle, Price One Dollar, bears the Government
Stamp of Great Britain, to prevent counterfeits.
C A U T I O N .
These Pills should not be taken by females during the
F i r s t T h r e e M o u t h s of Pregnancy, as they are sure
to bring on miscarriage •, but at any other time they are
safe.
In all cases o f Nervous and SpinaJ Affections, Pain in
the Buck and Limbs, Fatigue on slight exertion, palpita
tion of the H eart, Hysterics, and W hites, these Pills will
effect a cure when all oilier means have failed, and al
though a powerful remedy, do not contain iron, calomel,
antimony, or any thing hurtful to the constitution.
Full directions accompany each package.
Sole Agents for the United States and Canada,
JOB MOSES,
(Late 1. C. Baldwin
Co.)
Rochester, N. Y.
N. B. S I,00 and G postage stamps enclosed to any au
thotized Ageut, will insure a bottle of the Pills by return
mail.
For sale by C. P. FfcSSENDEN, and N. WIGGIN
Rockland ; and one Druggist iu every town in the United
Slates.
M. S. BURR, Ar CO„ No. 1 Coruhill, Boston Whole
sale Agents fur New England.
II. II. HAY 6c CO., Wholesale Agents for the State of

[Reported by A. Parker.]

TENANT’S HARBOR.
A R R IV E D .
SUNDAY, Oct. 9.
Sch Albion, Cotton, Addison.
41 Bay State, Henderson, Calais.
“ Sarah Ann, Hart, Boston.
WEDNESDAY, Oct.
Silt Emily Fowler, Willard, Bostou.
“ Nevis, Brown, Boston.
THURSDAY, Oct.
Sch Laguna, Rawley, Calais.
“ Laura Jane, Holbrook, Boston.
FRIDAY, Oct.
Sch Bertha, Files, Sulem.
SATURDAY, Oct.
Sch Victory, Murphy, Neponset,

12.

13.

15.

MONDAY, Oct. 10.
Sch Peru, Wall, Boston.
“ Albion, Cotton, New York.
TUESDAY, Oct. 11.
Brig J H Counce, W atts, Calais.
Sch Hampton, Farnham, Calais.
“ Kendrick Fish, Wall, Georges River.
WEDNESDAY. Oct. 12.
Sch Bay State, Heudsraon, New York.
THURSDAY, Oct. 13.
Sch Orion, Hart, Calais.
“ Sarah Ann, Hurt, Calais’.
SATURDAY, Oct. 15.
Sen Laura Jane, Holbrook, Calais.
“ Laguna, Rawley, Boston.

W . A. BARKER,
Would respectfully inform his friends and the public that
he has a little spare time left which he is willing to devote
to his business.

FEED
This

M a c h in e

for C h e a p n e s s , Durability,

You may talk of other wonders,
But believe me when I say
That the fam ’d G r een Mo u n t a in C u t u e r
Is the best for cutting hay,
Cutting straw and cutting corn stalks,
Making snnshine of the fog,
Saving toil for every farmer,
As it moves ’twill never clog.
At the State Fair in Augusta
* It did take the highest prize,
And the owner on the ground came
AU his hopes to realize.
Search you may in ev’ry quarter
Where a nation’s ting’s unfurl’d
And you’ll find this famous Cutler
Can't be beaten in the world !
And the fam’d Green Mountain Cutter
That makes rivals “ Clear the Track,”
Has a spring attached unto it
That will throw the lever back !
There’s but one knife to in order
Keep, and that is easy done ;
’Tis acknowledged that the Cutter,
Is the best beneath tho sun.
They use it throughout the Union,
North and South, and East and West,
And by all it is acknowledged
’Tis the simplest and the best.
How the farmer’s eye will glisten
As it does its duty well,
Not a Shakspeare, Scott or Byron
Not a Poet round cun te ll!
Monroe of Rockland manufactures,
He supplies the State of Maine
W ith the fam’d Green Mountain Cutter,
Which no man shall buy in vain.
Ev’ry farmer round should use it,
Hours of labor ’twill reduce ;
Go and see it and then buy it,
’Tis the best thing now in use.

W h y w ill von su ffer?

EVERYBODY

FESSEN D EN ,

DRY GOODS,

Druggist and Apothecary,

Stage and Railroad Notice.

Ent inward at London 27th, Yorktown, Meyer, New
York (and ent out same day.) Cld 28th, Jenny Pitts,
and Cape Verd Islands. Ent out 28th, II A
TAGES w ill lea v e ROCKLAND for BATH every Swansea
Stephenson.
Smith, Rio Janeiro.
morn ing—Sundays excepted—at 2 o ’clockand6 1-2
Cld at London 28lh, Jenny Pitts, Snow, Swansea, to
o’clock. A. M, The 2 o’clock Stage will connect with the load
for Valparaiso.
cars leaving at 12.25, P. M., for Portland and Boston, and
also connects with the Damariscotta and Gardiner Stage.
Passengers by the 6 1-2 o’clock Stage will stop in Bath
DISASTERS.
over night and take the 6.25 A. M. train for Portland and
Brig Catherine Rogers, from Eastport for New York,
Boston.
RE TURNING—Will leave BATH for Wiscasset, Dam struck on Handkerchief Shoal at 4 PM on the 8th. She
ariscotta, Waldoboro’, Warren, Thomaston and Rock got off at 8 PM on the same day, after throwing overland at 8 A. M. Second Stage will leave at 3 P. M or on hoard her deck load. She was taken into Monomoy on
the JOth.
arrival of the train from Portland and Boston.
Sch Sarah I. Hills, which went ashore at Corson’s Inlet,
A Stage also leaves MAINE HOTEL, D a m a r i s c o t t a
for Gardiner, immediately on the arrival of the 2 A. M. and went to pieces 9th, sailed from Portland 30th ult for
Stage from Rockland, on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri hiladelphiu. She was 171 tons, and built in Rockland,
t
1853 The S L II was abandoned last April on the voy
days, passing by Damariscotta Mills and through Aina,
Whitelield, East l'itlston and Piltston arriving at Gardi age from Savannah to Kennebunk, and was fallen in with
ner in time for the Boston train o f cars and also the May 27th, by brig Orison Adams, and was towed into
Holmes’s Hole, and afterwards purchased by parties iu
Stage for Lewiston.
RETURNING—'W ill leave Gardiner for the above nam Portland.
Ship John Bunyaii (of Searsport,) Nickles, at New York
ed places on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays on the
arrival of the above train and Stage arriving at Damaris- from Shields, had very heavy weather, and sprung fore and
colta in season to connect with the Stage from Bath to main ninsls ; Sept 22, 23, and 24, had a tremendous gale,
commencing
atS E to N\V ; 6th inst, hail another heavy
Rockland. F a r e 1 1 , 2 5 .
gale from SE to N W, the barometer falling to 27 07 ; on
J. ’I'. BERRY A-. CO., P r o p r ie t o r s .
1st iusi spoke Br three masted scltr Lady Mansell, from
Rockland July 14,1859.
29lf
Malaga for New York, with loss of her foremusl, main
and mizzen mastheads, and bowsprit.
Sch Saunders, (of Seursport) Wyman, from Bangor for
Full River, with u cargo of lumber, was capsized olT P o l
lock Rip Light boat night of 10th inst, as before reported,
she having previously sprung a leak. The crew got on
board the Light ship. Steamer Island Home went to the
In Belfast, O '.t . 6th, by Rev. Dr. Palfrey, Capt. John freck Hill inst, and reports her with boats gone and full
Small, J r , to Miss Mary Ellen Fowler, both of Searsport. of water.
In Belfast, Oct. 9ih, by Joseph Williamson, Esq , as
Sch Orris Francos, (of St George) C lark, from Rich
sisted by Rev. Abner Morrill, of Bolivar, Teun., Mr. Aus mond for Boston, was at Stoningion 13th inst, w ith dam
tin A. Knight to Miss Aurelia A. Pulterson, both of North- age to spurs. No particulars.
pori.
Sch Marcella, Tracey, at Baltimore from Thomaston,
In Montville, Sept. 30th, by Wm. Nash. Esq., Mr. Jona. hail bowsprit sprung, bobstays carried away, and sails
than B, Gelchell to Miss Rachael M. Thomas, all of M
split.
In Moniville, Oct. 8th, by C. If, Spring, Esq.,
Mr.
Sam
..
A barque standing W by S, having painted ports and
uel II. Herr}
**• .....................................
Christiana M. Lewis, both of" Liberty, showing a blue flag, with her mainmast gone ten feet
In Applet,
Oct. 1st, by W. II. Meaervey, Esq., Mr. | above deck, was passed on 29ih ult, Jut 23 25, Ion 68.
Willard Moody to Miss Murcia Weymouth, both of A
In Boston, 6th inst., Mr. William W. Elmes, of W iscas
set, to Misa Mary E. Hale, of B. daughter of the lute G.
R. Hale, of Cambridgeport.
In Biddeford, Mr. Wm. S. Davis, ol Yarmouth, to Miss
Mary E. Killicut, o f B.
In Litchfield, Mr?*"Thomas Lum, of Gardiner, to Mis. ( j . * J
M ) " I.reC eiYe . a " d f o r ^
to
|
* the above named Dye House Ladies’
Frances A. Allard,[ 0j l
In Lewiston, Mr. Samuel Booth to Miss Margaret Walk
DRESSES, SHAWLS, CLOAKS. RIBBONS, «fcc.
er, both ol L.; Mr. Henry Bean to Miss Susan Tinkham,
both of Durham.
ALSO,—G e n t ’s C o a t s , P a u l a a n d V e s ta , where
In Augusta, Aug. 18th, Mr. Charles H. Flowers of A„ to ( they will be dyed and finished in a satisfactory m anner.—
Sarah June Akers, oi Eastport.
1 All articles for the Dye House to be left
In Boston, 12th inst.. Capt. Francis Sprague of Machiport, to Miss Lizza G. Peterson of Somerville, Mass.
October 19. 1859.
In Portland. 10th, iust.}John A. Lowell of Boston, to
Miss Georgie Little of P.
In Appleton, 16th inst., by Rev. J . R. Bowler, Mr. Hen
ry Cummings to Miss Sylvea C. Simmons, both of A.

Iu Augusta, Sept. 19th, Mr. Charles II. Flowers, forinerly ol Bin lust, uged 37 years. 5 months and 9 days.
Lost overboard, from sch, St. George, on the passage
from Calais to New Yerk, Sept. 29th, off Nantucket
Shoals, Thos. Alley, of St. George, seamanIn Bath, 7th inst., Mr. Chas. Potter, aged 70 years.
In Bath, 6th inst., Mr- Jesse P. Brimigiuc, aged 39 years.
In Westport, 9th inst.. Mr John Parsons, aged 86.*
In Wnldoboro’, 3d, Franklin Willett, son ot Thomas B.
and Eliza Willett, aged 2 years.
In Hallowed, 2(1 inst., John Dunn, Esq., aged 80 years.
In Freedom. 4lh, David Shepherd, formerly of Jefierson,
aged 76 years.
In Portland, JOth inM., Mrs. Lucy H., wife of Hon Geo.
F. Shepley 33.

MARINE

JOURNAL.

PORT OF ROCKLANDArrived.
WEDNESDAY, Oct. 12.
Sch Emma Furbish, Kendall, Richmond for Halifax.
“ Warrior, Crockett, Boston.
“ Sarah Ann, B enson,----- .
“ Hector, Chandler, Portsmouth.
“ Utica. Thorndike, Portland.
Batque Iddo Kiitiuull, Ingraham, Cette.
THURSDAY, Oct 13.
Sell Minnie Cobb, Ham, Peterburg, Va.
Leo, Pi , Bos
Pearl, Robinson, Danvers.
Gentile, Morton, Boston.
Cornelia, Gatcliell. Boston.
Amanda. Knowlton, Boston
FRIDAY, Oct. 14.
Sch Excel, Ingraham, Boston.
4‘ Gen W arren, Guplill, Boston.
“ Pilot, Snow, Boston.
“ Trader, Fountain, Boston.
(l Bengal, 11ix, Bostou.
44 L Dean, Drinkw ater,-----.
“ Ncpousot, Ingraham, Salem.
“ U D , -------- Boston.
SATURDAY,Oct. 15.
Sch Mt Hope, Post, Boston.
“ Alnomak, Andrews, Boston.
“ Florence, Jameson, New York.
“ Melbourne, Hunt, Bucksport.
SUNDAY. Oct. 16.
Sch John Adams, Averill, Bangor.
MONDAY, Oct. 17.
Sch J C Hertz, Spofford, St Johns NB for Boston.
“ Lucy Ames, Ames, St Johtm NB for Boston.
“ Mary Wise, Brewster, St Johns NB for Boston.
“ A Powers, R obinson,-------TUESDAY, Oct. 18.
Sch Oregon, Nash, New Yotk for Belfast.
“ Dover Packet; Wooster, Boston.
“ 1 L Snow, Conary, Calais for Boston.
“ Sarah, Wilson, Providence.

Sailed.
WEDNESDAY, Oci. 12.
Sch Corvo, Holbrook, St Johns, NIL
“ Peru, Thomas, Newport.
“ Concordia, Flanders. Boston.
“ Slaters, Thompson, Boston.
“ Juno, Henderson, Boston
“ Nourmahal, Andrews, New York.
“ Bay Stale, Verrill, New York.
“ Em press, Farnsworth, New York.
“ Gertrude Horton, Myers, New York.
“ Delaware. Furbish, New York.
14 Sea Bird, Spear, New York.
“ Mary Langdou, Jackson, Newport.
SATURDAY, Oct. 15.
Sch Oiiatavia, Jameson, Savannah.
“ Freepo r t, Sherman, Portlaud.
“ J mites R, Andrews, Gardiner.
•» U lica, Thorndike, Portland.
44 Myers, Rhoades, Richmond, V a.

COBB, WI GUT & CASE’S.
Rockland, Oct. 19, 1659.
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THE ROCKLAND

»■

CITY GUARDS §

RE requested to meet at their Armory on

A

FRIDAY EVENING next, at seven o’clock, on very
| important
business.
J Rockland, October 17 1859. M. C. ANDREWS, Clerk.
!
!
j
I
!
i
!

1000 DARRELS FLOUR.
2000 DUSIIELS CORN.
4000 BUSHELS FINE FEED.
200 BUSHELS W H ITE BEANS.

.

GREAT

NEW

NOW

T E N T H O U S A N D TH A FJK S

W e invite all to Come to our Great Opening

fl A \ V I L L ,

For introducing into this country, the

C E L E B R A T E D G R E C IA N

HAIR RE S TORATI VE .
Il is a source of just pride to us, as well as those that
; are so unfortunate as to loose their Nulr, either by sick! ness or hereditary baldness, that we buve at Inst, by con| stunt study at d practice, introduced au article into this
j country, called the

Grecian H air R estorative,
I T hat will absolutely produce a beautiful growth of Hair
! on bald heads, of its original growth, color and beauty.
; Among the ten thousand preparations for the Hair,
; there is none that has, or will com pare with this unri
valled preparation. It is the best H air Dressing ever
j known in the world, and to those thht use it lor a dress
ing, it will produce the most beautiful curls that their fan
cy ean desire. It prevents the Hair from fulling off, rids
the head from dandruff, cleanses the scalp, and will cure
headache quicker than any article.
Heretofore it has been with great dillleulty that we could
supply °u r‘orders, our facilities are now such,that we can
supply our friends at the shortest notice.
Manufactured by E. F. Ma NVILL 6c Co.,
469 Broauway, New-York.
All orders must be sent to
RUFUts SMALL, Biddeford, Me.,
The only wholesale agent for Maine, whete a full supply
will he constantly kept.
50 cents per bottle. The usuul discount made to
Kept for sale ut retail by N. II HALL, Rockland ; ED
WARD Da n a , Wiscasset -, J, T. GILMAN, Bath ; WM
BARKER, Brunswick ; and by the Apothecaries generally!
October, 19, 1859.
|y43

jS T O

T IC E .
W hite Lime Rock Company.
Members of the W hite Lime Rock Companv are
TA. HEBANKS,
hereby notified to meet at the OFFICE OF DR. WM.
on Saturday, October 22, ut 2 o’clock P. M.,

to act upon the following business, to w i t :
To see if the Company will petition Legislature to raise
toll on all Hock hencfitlcd by said Company’s Drain, not
belonging to the Company.
To see what action ilia Company will take in relation to
collecting Tolls.
To act upon any other husines that may legally coine
before suid meeting
_ ., , _
,
WM. A. BANKS, Secretary.
Rockland, Oct. 11, 1859.
2w42

Im portant to Californians.
THE TICKET OFFICE OF TI1E
O L D L I N E T O C A L I F O R N I A &. O R E G O N .
has been removed, in New York, from 177 West street to
the oilice on PIER FOOT OF CAN a L STREET.

THE BOSTON AGENCY,

OF DRY GOODS,

AT NO. 3 SPOFFORD BLOCK.

S T Y L E , Q U A L IT Y a u d P R I C E

And we promise them
J.

Rockland, Oct. 12,

BARRELS FORK and BEEF.

K IR K P A T R IC K .
42lf

C. D. SM ALLEY.

S

* * of Rockland and vicinity that he still remains at his
stand

NO. 5 C U S T O M H O U S E B L O C K ,
( Up St.airs 2d Door L eft.)

S A T IA E T T S

Together with the greatest variety of all kinds of

and

V E S T IN G S ,

Eatables and Groceries

S U IT A B L E FO R

are concerned, and i f tw e n t y years e x p e r ie n c e in
THE BUSINESS IS WORTH ANYTHING IT IS THE PURCHASEtt’s g ra tu ito u sly . I have on hand a large lot of

K

Moscow Beaver Over Coats,

Anil you will find that it as far exceeds, for extent and
variety anything of the kind ever offered in this place,
made in the latest style, which I will sell very low. I have
the Elephant exceeds in bulk a Pedler’s Pack.
also received a large lot of

T IIIB E T S .
We are opening 50 pieces, from 75 cts. to $1 per yard,
entirely new desigua.

H A T S

a n d

C A P S ,

LATEST ftT \ LES, and Will sell at such extreme.* low
prices as almost to astonish you.

B o o ts S h o es a n ti R u b b e rs ,
for Ladies und Gentlemen. A full assortment.

ALL WOOL DiLAINS.
Plain, Figured, and Chintz, splendid new designs for
Ladies, Misses and Infants. Cotton and Wool DeLains,
1 0 0 pieces selling from 10 to 15 cents.

F all and W inter Use,

WE HAVE ALSO IN STORE

C

m & S , m iK S .

D O E S K IN S ,

30 BAGS Java, Porto Cabello and Rio COFFEE

O

We are now opening 100 new patterns embracing all the
new designs In Fullards, both- plain, figured and Chintz,
beautiful styles for Fall and Winter. Plain and Figured
Black from 62 1-2 cents to $1.75 per yard. Fancy Silks,
Winter styles, for 50 cts. per yard.

^ l o t e is ,

€A S S IIH ^ R E S ,
O 0 CHESTS Hyson, Oolong and Souchong TEA.

T

In litis Line to be met with in this State.

with a comj/fetfc assortment of

bk o ad

to be found in any market.

A Sight at the Largest anil Cheapest

TtTOULD respectfully announce to the citizens

TONS BUTTER and CHEESE.

PRINTS,

200 T R U N K S , V A L IS E S and
T R A V E L L I N G B A G S . All sizes and patterns.

300 new pieces, selling very low. Very good at 5 cts;
which he would be pleased to make into garments at ti?e good 10 ct prints for 8 cts ; riprague’s best Fancy Styles
for Ladies’ Morning Dresses, worth 12 1-2 cts for 9 cts by
lowest prices for C a s h
:he piece, by the pattern 10 cts.

GUNS an d P IS T O L S

J

2 0 0 Bolts Old Colony, Lawrence and Shawmut Duck.

HOOP SKIRTS
1 0 0 Bolts Heavy and Light Ravens together with
every article in the

Ship Chandlery Line,
including

at almost your own price. 200 of new design, 42 and 50
Goods in th e T a ilo rin g L ine.
cts. each, together with 20 different make, the best made
ALSO,—Garments of all kinds made to order. Particu from 83 cts to $2.
lar attention paid to cutting Garments.
P a t r o n a g e r e s p e c ( f u lly s o lic ite d
SHEETINGS
Rockland, Oct. 12, 1859.
5w42
, embracing 20 tnni
v cost.

EL HATCH,

5 Tons Union and Hudson River Lead.

SH A W LS,

IVo. 4 Perry Block.
2 5 Bbls. Sperm and Eolian Oils.

4 Doors West of the Post Office.

5 0 Bbls. Tar, Pitch and Rosin.

L A D I E S ’ C L O A K C L O T H S , n i l C o lo r s .
Ladies’ new style

C LO A K S A N D C A PES.
Is now opening a new and desirable assortment of

FALL

Ai\D
AND

WINTER
FANCY

M L LI.VERY

GOODS,

STRAW FANCY AND MOURNING BONNETS,
RIBBONS, FLOWERS, LACES and EDGINGS
of nil descriptions.

5 Tons Spikes of all dimensions.

D IA P E R S , C R A S H E S , T A B L E L IN E N
and Covers iu endless variety.
HOSIERY AND GLOVES.
HOODS,
HOOD YARNS, In the fashionable colors.

GUN FIXINGS, SHOT POUCHES,

POWDEP. FLASKS BULLF.T MOULDS,

]

Jewelry and Fancy Goods,
A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT.
The above goods were purchased for CASH and C a . l t
O n l y . I feci confident that 1 can wll 2 0 P e r C e n t
le»« t h a n y o u d o p a y at any eatablUhment in thu
County.
I keep a well seleeied Stock of

S E . l . U E . Y S l±E O T i l l . Y G
AND OUTFITTING GOODS,

ilesigns.

1 a h o st of Of all descriptions, which I can sell exceedingly low.
ami cheap, too nuMy stock is too extensive to particularize in an adver

consisting iu part of the following articles :

G Tons Pembroke Nails.

iu great variety.

SH A W LS.

In great variety and very low.

1 5 0 0 Gallons Ruw and Boiled Oil.

H O S IE R Y A N D G L O V E S .
Comprising the best absortmeut of these goods to be found
tn the State and will be sold to Ship Builders and .Black
ALSO,—KNITTING and TIDY COTTON, WOOLEN
smiths at wholesale or retail for a very small advance.
YARN, ZEPHYR and GERMAN WORSTED
in great variety

tisement. The public are particularly requested to call
and examine my stock before purchasing elsewhere.

BATTING.
One ton Best Kennebec Batting worth in Boston whole
sale 14 cents per pound, selling by the pound bundle,
the one hundred bundles, lower than any other batting of
as good Ounlity bv two cents on tbe pound.

O, H. PERRY,
P e r r y ’* N e w B lo c k
Lime Rock Street, ( e door West of the Post Office.

N. B. The subscriber will attend to hia business pgaso n a lly , and not having any S to re R ent to P ay, and
having dispensed with a C l u k making hia expenses
O ne T housand D ollars L ess than those who pay rent
the largest variety and the cheapest to he met with this j utul hire Clerks who are in the same business in this city.
side the large cities. Oil Cloth, Straw Matting, Three Ply,
R e a d y - M a d e
O ne T housand D ollaks is t h e r e b y saved to my
Super, Extra Super, Brussels, Tapestry, Velvet Tapes!y,
SHETLAND YARN in all its shades.
P.
and a great variety of the cheaper grades, as low as one C u stom ers .
Rockiand, Sept.
1359.
39if
shilling per yard. Beautiful Buckings and Cotton Drug
E M B R O I D E R I XG M A T E R IA L S ,
get. Ten or Fifteen styles Stair Carpeting including 3-4
3.tch as SADDLERS and EMBROIDERING SILK, Oil Cloth, from 5 to 15 per cent cheaper than ever before
offered.
Tambo, Moravian and Nuns Cotton, Lineu Floss,
Gold Braid, and other small articles too
F e a th e r s , F e a th e r s
numerous to mention.
A N D S E A M E N 'S O U T F IT S .
1 TUN N EW , of all grades, from 20 cts. 25 ct«. 33 1-3 cts.
42
cts.
50
cts. and best super white 58 cts.
W IIIT K G O O D S.
I lit this deportment is to found a very large Stock of
I would further add that this entire stock has been
Downer s Celebrated Kerosene Oil
Lawns, Cambrics, Brilliants, Muslin, ('riinpolins, Mar bought for nett Cash for the past two years, and will he
Men’s ami Boy’s Clothing of every variety from the nicest seilles,
und a general assortment of other goods usually -old cheaper than any Speckled Jew or Pack Pedlar can
fabrics and patterns to the common Clothing bought and kept iu such an establishment.
buy them at Wholesale. And it must, and all will be
r being sold by the subscriber, at the
sold ut some price iu the next 90 days.
worn by Seamen, including
E. BARRETT.
AGENT FO R
Rockland, Oct. 12, 1859.
42tf
Low Price o f $1.25 per Gallon.

7> X EW HOLE* < AIM’ E T IM ..

K EE 0SENE

OIL!

PRICE REDUCED !
Ia

OILCLOTHS HATS AND BEDDING.

BOOTS, S H O E S

of the best manufacture in
keeps constantly on hand c

RUBBERS,

500 Pounds of Hood W orsted

direct from the Manufactory, which will be sold for less
2 5 0 Prs. Richmond’s thick Boots, manufactured ex than cun be bought in any other place iu the city.
All the above goods will be sold low for CASH, and
pressly for our market aud sold by us only.
CASH ONLY.

— ALSO—

Great Assortment

F R E N C H and A M E R IC A N H A IR W O R K ,

ALSO, Agent for B a r r e t t ’* M a l d e n D y e H o u s e ,
where goods ure dyed in the best possible man ner.

BONNETS B LEA C H ED AND
Rockland, Oct. 11,1850.

PRESSED.
42tf

F A L L

C

LO

A N D

W I N T E R

T H I N G ,
For 1859.

J. H A RRIS

This oil is very Light Colored and free from offensive
odor, while ihe quality is warranted superior to any of the
new OILS in the market, under the names of C n a o i r a i n e , Columbian Oil, &c-, &c.
.
,
L. WEEKS,
Rockland, Sept, 28, 1859.
4otf

GREAT OPENING.
NEW

A tlantic Clothing Store,

YfTOULD respectfully infoini the citizens of Rockland
VV and vicinity that he has opened at his Old Stand
LINCOLN, SS.—At a Court of Probate, held at Wiscas
set, within and for the County of Lincoln, October 4th, i
H E A D O F SEA S T R E E T ,
VXD CUSTOM TAILORING ESTABLISHMENT,
1859.
| MEN’S thick BROGANS. MEN’S Calf BROGANS, OUSAtf F. IIU3E, named Executrix in a certain instru(Opposite Atlantic Hall,)
° mem purporting to he the last will and tesiiment of
M A IN S T R E E T , ( Under Atlantic Hall,)
j MEN’S Goat BROGANS, ull grades.
RUTH R U SE, late of Warren in said County, deceased,
having presented the same for P robate:
a splendid assortment of FALL AND W INTER CLOTH
ASSO RTM EN T OF
O r d e r e d j That the said Executrix give notice to ull ING, consisting of
RO C K LA ND , M E.
; H O O T S a n d S H O E S o f a l l k in d *
persons interested, by causing a copy of ibis order to be
I
up in a public place in the town of Warren and
for WOMEN, MISSES and CHILDREN. posted
by publishing rhe same in the Gazette printed at Rockland O V E R C O A T S ,
two weeks successively, that they may appear at a Pro
D R E SS C O ATS,
bate Court to be held at Thomaston in said County, on
—ALSO—
Would respectfully acquaint the citizens of Rockland and
the 26th day of October inst., and, shew cause, if any
V E ST S,
.icinily, that he is now opening an entirely
A ll of which will be sold C H E A P fo r CASH .
they have, why the said instrument should not be proved,
NEW and SELECT STOCK of
P A N T S , <fc.,
appoved, and allowed us the last will and testament of
of nil patterns and styles.
said deceased.
Parliculnr attention given to the
BEDEIt FA LES, Judge of Probate.
ALSO,—Just received fresh and in prime order a large
A true Copy—A ttest:—E. F o o te , Register. 3w42
M O URNING DEPARTMENT.
lot of
Manufactured under his own care and supervision, ex
To the Judge oj Probate within and for the
pressly for his retniltiade, comprising, with a
GRAVE CLOTHES male to order.
C
1 o
t l i
s
,
complete assortment of
County o f Lincoln.
In this department ia found a largo Stock of all kiuda of
Such
as
TILOT
CLOTHS,
BROADCLOTHS
T)ORERT DAVIS, -Administrator of the EsConnected with the above is the
G
E
N
T
S
'
F U R N IS H IN G G OO D S,
DOESKINS,
CASSIMERES,
SATINETTS,
HOUSEKEEPING GOODS.
JLv tutu of CHARLES BENNER, lato of Waldoboro’,
in suid Comity, deceased, respectfully represents, That
VESTINGS See.,
R ock lan d B on n et and H at B leach ery.
the Personal Estate of the suid deceased is not suffleient
by the sum of four hundred and fifty Dollars to answer which I will make into garments at short notice, and
the only one in Lincoln County.
the just debts and charges of Administration : he there warranted to fit, as low as can be bought at any other
fore prays that he may be empowered and licensed to sell place in the County «f Lincoln.
the largest und best Slock ever exhibited in this place at
N. B. O l d S t r a w s B le n c h e d a n d P r e s s e d D O E S K IN S ,
ami convey so much of the Real Estate of the said de
ceased ns may be sufficient to raise the said sum with in HATS, CAPS, TRU NK S, VALISES,
C A S S IM E R E S ,
U N P R E C E D E N T E D L O W P R IC E S !
cidental charges.
ROBERT DAVIS.
S A T IN E T T S ,
ALSO.—An extensive and most choice variety of
GENTS’ riKMSHIMi GOODS,
LINCOLN, SS.—A t a Probate Court, held at Wiscasset
D R IL L IN G ,
within and for the County of Lincoln, on the fourth day of
BROADCLOTHS,
A large assortment which I shall soli low for CASH.
October, A. D. 1859.
CASSIMERES,
C a l l an « l S e c f o r Y'ourM elveH,
D E N IM S ,
On the foregoing Petition, Ordered, that the said Peti
CORSETS.
DOESKINS,
JULIUS HARRIS.
tioner give notice to dll persons interested in said Es
T IC K IN G S
Rockland, October 12th, 1859.
6w42
tate, that they may appear at a Court of Probate, to be
VELVETS,
holden at Rockland, within and forsaid County, off the
RICH VESTINGS,
27th day of October inst., by causing a copy of snid Pe
D R IL L IN G S ,
ad a general assortment of
tition, with this Order, to be published in the Rockland
CO RSETS.
Guzette printed at Rockland, in said County, throe weeks An experienced Nurse and Female Physician, presents to
L IN E N S ,
the attention of mothers her
successively, previous to said Court.
Tailors' Goods and Trimmings,
BEDER FALES, Judge of Probate.
ALL WOOL and COTTON FLANNELS, BLEACHED
A tte s t:—E. F o o te , Register.
A
true
copy
A
ttest:—E.
F
o
o
t
e
,
Register.
3w42
Which will be sold by the YARD or PIECE
CORSETS.
and UNBLEACHED SHEETINGS, PRINTS
To the H o n . B e d e r F a l e s , Judge o f Probate,
A largo and varied assortment of Corsets to be found at
CHEAPER TH A N E V ER B E F O R E
TABLE COVERINGS &c.
fo r the County o f Lincoln.
which greatly facilitates the process ol teething, by soft
A. H. WASS’S,
BENERER HODGE, Administrator of the Estate of ening the gums, reducing all iutiaination—will allay ALL
F o r C a s ta ,
PAIN
and
spasmodic
action,
and
is
ALSO,—A
full
Stock
of
MARY
LEE
late
of
Edgecoinb,
in
said
County,
doH o v c y ’g B l o c k , M a i n S t r e e t .
ceused, respectfully represents. That the Personal Estate
SURE TO REGULATE THE BOWELS.
Rockland, Oct. 12, 1859.
42tf
• c u t into GARMENTS, if desired, warranted to FIT
of the said deceased Is not sufficient by the sum of fifty Depend upon it, mothers, it will rest ,to yourselves, and
and m ade up in the la te st S t y lk and W o r k m a n sh ip .
Dollars to answer the just debts and charges of AdmihisRELIEF AND HEALTH TO YOUR INFANTS.
Disconnected of all and every similar business in this
tration : he therefore prays that he may be empowered
and licensed to sell and convey so much of the Real Es
^
^
^
We have put up and sold • this article for over ten city, I shall henceforth give my undivided personal atten
tate of the said deceased us may be sufficient to raise the
ears, and can sa y , i.sco N -f^ f id e n c e and t r u t h of it, tion to the wants of my customers, and relying upon my
former
endeavors to please and to satisfy in quality of
said sum with incidental charges, and whereas by a par
hat we have never been»_^ able to say of any other
Together with a good assortm ent of
tial sale of any part thereof the residue would be greatly
ledicine---- N E V E R H a s L J IT .F A ll.E D IN A S IN G L E Goods as in regard to prices, 1 shall sp ire no efforts to
injured he prays to be licensed to sell and convey all of INSTANCE, TO E F F E C T ^ A CURE, when timely merit a continuance of that liberal patronage heretofore
tendered
to me.
suid real estate.
used. Never dii we k u o w H an inst mce of uissatisfacEBENEZER HODGE.
t by any one who usecl}^ it. On the contrary, all
D* Please call before purchasing elsewhere and examiue
delighted with its o p e r-^ 1 ations, and speak in terms Goods, mark and prices, at
This Schedule, with a host of GOODS not enumerated,
LINCOLN, SS.—At a Probate Court, held at Wiscasset of highest com m endations^ of its magical effects and
I virtues. IV
onnolr’' " inin tliw
u tt e r ““ WHAT
EDWARD HARRIS’
having been purchased mostly for CASH, will be sold to
ilical
Wnespeak'*this mmatter
w h a t WE
within and for the Comity of Lincoln, on the fourth day ..... i:....
do know ,” after ten year’s»W experience, and pl e b o e
of October, A. D., 1859.
the Trude or at retail on the most favorable terms.
A t l a n t i c C l o t h i n g S to r e .
our r e p u t a t io n fo r t iik W f u l f il m e n t o f w h a t w e
Oil
the
foregoing
Petition,
Ordered,
That
the
suid
Peti
Rockland,
Sept,
27,
1859.
qutf
r h e u m a t i s m : n e u r a l g i a :
ere d e c l a r e . In alniosih^
Hjr every iustaucc where the
tioner give notice to all persons interested in said Estate,
TOOTHACHE, CRAMP, .
that they may appear at a Court of Probate, to he holden infant is suffering from j« FH and exhaustion, relief
at Wiscasset, within and for said County, on the first day be found in fifteen or twen-hH • minutes after the syrup
Pain in the side,*Stomach or Bowels; PLEURISY
KH This valuable ptepiraRockland, Oct. 19, 1859.___________ 43tf
of November next, by causing a copy of said Petition, with is administered.
COUGHS, COLDS, Sore Throat, Felons, Breeding
tription <»l>4 te of the most IN EX t’E- T)URSU a NT to a License fretn the Judge of Probate
this Order, to be published in the Rocklund Gazette, print tion is the prescription
Sores and Rnn-rounds; Burns and allflesh wouuds;
1 for the County of Waldo, I will sell at public Auc
sKKII.I.-r
1 S
IL l.-rjT FPL NURSES in New tion,
ed at Rockland in said County, three weeks successively, RIENCE1)
Stiffness und Strains caused by lifting or
Saturday the 19th day of November next, at two of
4
been
u
s
e
d " with SEVER FAILING SUCEngland, und h;
previous to suid Court.
otherwise ; Chapped Hands and
the clock, P. M.. and Monday, the twenty-first day cl No
cehs in
H —
Lips, Corns, «fcc..
vember
next, at two ol tho clock, P. M., so much of the
BEDER FALES, Judge of Probate.
T H O U S A N D S ^ OF CASES.
real
estate
of LEWIS DERRY, late of Llncolnville in
A ttest.—E. F o ote , Register.
THIS LINIMENT 18 A
suid County, deceased, as will produce the sum of Four
A true copy—A ttest:—E. Foote , Register.
3w42
It
not
only
relieves
tIuy-%
child
from
pain,
but
invig
hundred and thirtv dollars and churges of sale—as follows:
Certain and Speedy Kemedy.
orates
the
stomach
and*/'*
bowels,
corrects
acidity,
O ilic c i n W i l s o n A W h i t e ’* B l o c k ,
On Satusday. ihe nineteenth day of November, next, at
This is entirely a New and Original Medicine, combin
and gives lone and eneriry--. to the whole system. It two of the clock, P. M. on the premises, the Homestead
ing the virtues of the best Liniments, and is designed for
R O C K L A N D , M e.
will almost instantly re -3 2 lie/e
of said deceased situated in said Lincclnville, and being
Internal as well as External use. Warranted to give en
the same on which he resided at time of his decease.
tire saiisfactisn when fuithfully applied. Price 25 cents.
S'G IN T H E t> BOWELS, AND
And on Monday, the twenty-first day of November
r e f e r e n c e s :
m ilE subscriber offers for sale, or in exchange for a farm
Prepared and sold wholesale and retail by the proprie
WIN 1>P> COLIC,
next, at tw.. of the clock, P.M ., on the premises, a cer
JL in the country, his dwelling house situated on Lime
tor, S. F. 8TROUT, Frankfort.
I). FLANDERS, M. D., Belfast, Maine.
Rock St., near Brown’s Corner. Said House ia a 1 1-2 and overcome convulsions,CD which if not speedily rem tain lot of land (or so much of the same, as with the fore
O - The following are some of the testimonials of the
J. JOSLYN, M. D., Mohegan, tt. I.
going will produce the said sum and charges) situated ia
story house with Ell and Stable. The lot contains fifty- edied, end in Ueulh.
•flicacy :—
believe it the b est and the town of Cushing, in the County of Lincoln, fully de
L. VV, HOWES, Esq , Rockland, Maine.
one rods. It is an excnllent si uni. (perhaps the best in
F r a n k fo r t , Maine, Oct. 10th, 1&59.
N. B. Dr. E. Intends making dockland his permanent the Slate,) for a blacksmith, the occupant’s present busi- SUREST REMEDY IN T H F .M WORLD, ill Jill cases of scribed in deed. Ifeury Derry to Lewis Derry dated July
S. F. S tr o u t — Dear Sir:—ll-.ving been afflicted for a
DYSENTERY a ND D l-{ £ ARR11CEA
IN CHIL 5. Ia41, recorded m Lincoln Regutry of Do«l., Eaatora
place
of
residence
and
solicits
u
share
of
the
public
pat
number of years with a hard Cough, which would come
DREN, whether it nrisesu^ from teething, or from any Distrist, Vol. b, Page 14*1.
\V . RUSSELL.
in the fall and continue through the winter, hearing of ronage.
other cause. We w ouhlZ J say to every mother who
JOSEPH If. DECROW, Administrator.
Rockland, Sept. 28, 1859.
4Qtf
Rockland, Oci. 1,1S5'J.
(3w*)
d llf
• Good Samaritan Liniment,” I was induced to try it,
has a child suffering froniLJj any of the loregoing com
Lincoinville, Oct. 12, 1859.
3w42
ami am happy to say it has effected an entire cure. Sym
plaints —DO NOT LER YOU ItL * PREJUDICES, NOR THE PRE
pathy with my fellow sufferers induces me to make this
JUDICES on o t h e r s , standy^^ between your suffering
puhitc statem ent, and recommend the article to others
child nnd the relief th a t^ ^ will he SURE—yes, AB
similarly afflicted. W ith respect, yours truly,
follow the use of this med
MISS HENRIETTA L. UlilM llY ,
^ H E members of the Thomaston Mutual Fire SOLUTELY SURE— to
F. S. DEAN.
The house now occupied by the subscriber
Insurance Company, are notified that their Annual icine, if timely used. F ull-*, directions for using
on Beach St., is situated in the very best lol
accompany each bottle.—1 None genuine unless
F r a n k f o r t , O ct. l l t h , 1859.
Meeting
will
be
holden
at
the
office
of
said
Company
ia
H aving received the in stru ctio n o f the
cation ia the City and about three minutes
simile
of
CURTIS
6
c
l’ER
-Q
j
KINS, N ew -\ork,
I have used the “ Good Samaritan Liniment,” and find
first Boston A rtist, w ishes to obtain a class Thomaston, on MONDAY, the 21th of October, 1859, at
walk to the Post Office, is two stories In
the
outside
wrapper.
in very efficient as an external application, in the diseases
of pupils for in stru ctio n o n th e P ian o -F o rte two o’clock 1*. M.
height, is finished throughout, contains
Sold by Druggist* th ro u g h -ti out the world.
for which it is recommended.
WILLIAM R. KEITH, Secretary.
twelve rooms exclusive of a brick basement, with a good
Principal Offlc., No. l a f f l Cedar S i., N cw -lork.
CHAS. ABBOTT, M. D.
October 1, 1859.
8w4l
kitchen and dining room, and is suoolied w its
B. F. BRADBURY, Bangor, Geueral Agent; R
Sold in Rockland by C. P. FESSENDEN and N. WIG convenient
Please apply to GEO. W. HODGES, Thorndike Hotel.
Chichawaka water.
MOODY, Belfast, Agent.
Rockland, September 1, 1859.
36tf
GIN.
Said house, with the improved lot on which it stands 7«5
ly4
January 18, 1859^________ __________
D R . F . G . C O O K , Sole Agent for Rockland.
by 90 leet, will be sold at a bargain If applied for soon
Apply to the subscriber on the premises, or at hia Disc* «f
C it y D r u g s t o r e , R O C K L A N D . M e .
T)ICKED up adrift, in Owl’s Head Bay, a small scow,
I L T O N
Y A R N S
business.
Sold by G. J. ROBINSON'. WM. M. COOK, CHAP
water-logged, with nothing attached. The owner can
MAN 6i FLINT, 'i hom aaton; MERRlAM 6c 8HEP- rpH E two double tenement Houses with the Land, known obtain the property on proving property and paying
D, STABLER.
For sale at Wholesale or retail, at H. HATCH’S Rockland, Sept. 1, 1859.
IlA llp. -*«i at Telegraph Ofilce, R ockport; JAS. PERRY, J- us the Whiting Houses, *'j ii Oak Street, will be sold a t charges. Enquire at ROSE & K EEN’S store.
XU
Millinery Room. No. 4 Perry’s New Block, a full aasorla Great Bargain.
HARRISON A. PITCHER
inent of the celebrated W i l t o n Y a r n * .
T O ALL WANTING FARMS.
FRED. ATWOOD, General Travelling Agent.
SAMUEL KEEN.
Enquire of
m . E. THURLO.
SEE ADR
ockland,
Jtui.
5,
1859.
3
t
|
October 17, 1959.
3m4J
Bocklaad,
Sept.
30,
1859.
9w41
A
vanlMuwut
of
Utuwnoatao
i
.
c
i
,
Rockland, Oct, 6, 1859.
41tf
ta ttl
I 1 OO Prs. of Richmond’s Culf Roots, nicest grades, toi gather with numerous grades of thick and thin Boots from
| Boston market.

L A R G E AND S P L E N D ID

EDWARD HARRIS,

Fashionable Custom Clothing,

D R Y G O O D S.

H A T S , C A P S , c t o o .,

MRS. WINSLOW,

S OFor
O TChildren
H I N G Teething,
SYRUP,

E

Crockery Glass and W ooden
•W

GOOD SAMARITAN

A

H a r d

R

E

,

W a r e .

L IK T IM E N T .

COBB, WIGHT & CASE.

N o. 16 Broad Street.
Established for ten years.

c . l . b a r ™ * : * ’lw4u

A d m in istr a to r ’* Sale.

DR. J. ESTEN,

,*o

For Sale or Exchange.

Piano-Forte Instruction.

N otice.

JL

Houses for Sale.

continue at the old locution,

Sept, 29,1658-

r Have just returned from Boston with a prime Stock of
1 Clothing and Gentlemen’s Furnishing Goods suitable for
the present and coming season, and comprising almost
every article in tho C l o t h i .no L i n e . I have been very
particular in selecting my Stock which is extensive, and
knowing what will suit my customers in Rockland and vi
cinity, have done my best to please them as far as

F O R ONE S IU E E I N G .

A11E DAILY BEIN G SENT

P MS O F .

Geiitlemen’s^Furuishing Goods.

LfcaYHiC CHANCE.

OP^NINING

E ASTERN

NEW STOCK OF CLOTHING,

FALL MILLINERY, CHEAPER THAN EVER.

50 BARRELS SUGARS.
25 BBLS. LARD.
1200 IHIDS. CADIZ SALT.
40 IIIIDS. MUSCAVADO MOLASSES.
2

s

FASHION,

F.

100

n

M IL L IN E R Y GOODS,

For sale only at

j
!
|
;

IE Subsribers have received by late arrivals

5 0 Tons Iron and Steel.

Malden Dye House,

CALF & THICK BOOTS,

I

FASHION,

5 0 0 Bushels Plastering Hair.

M A R R IA G E S .

RICHMOND’S

A

from RICHMOND. PETERSBURG, NEW YORK
and BOSTON a large amount 6f Merchandise making their
Stock one of the largest in the State umong which can be
found

5 0 0 Bbls. Ground Plaster.

S

!

r

H

1 OO Bbls. Cement.

■7 A -

In Union, Oct. 12ih, of quick consumption, Mias Martha Ellen Clark, daughter of Mr. Nathaniel Clurk, uged 23
years, 3 months and 18 days.
In Freedom, 12th iast., Mrs. Hannah P. Comings, aged
82 years, 2 months and 10 days. [Kennebec papers please
copy.)
In Frankfort, Oct. 8th, John Rigby, eldest son of John
ami Mercy A. Gelchell, aged 5 years.
In Camden, Sept. 26th, of typhoid fever, Miss Caro J.
Seward, eldest daughter of Mr. Jas. Seward, aged about
18 years; 23th, ol typhoid fever, Mrs. Nancy Bump, wife
of Mr. Josephus Bump, uged about 50 years ; 28th, of typlioid fever, Miss Irene S. A lieu, ol Mr. Vernon, uged 25
years ; Oct. l ,o f typhoid fever, Mr. John Gould, aged 57

WHOLESALE & RETAIL.

c

ROCKING, EXTENDING AND
RECLINING

This elegant article combines the Rocking with the Ex
tending and Reclining Chair, the peculiar “feature being
the independent operation o f the back and foot board,
giving greatly increased ease. The Chair is convertible’
into either a Rocking or Reclining Chair.
J .'L . GIOFRAY, Agent for Rockland.
P. S. Specimen Chairs may be seen at my Rooms, cr
t Messrs. BURPEE’S Furniture Ware-Rooms.
Rockland, October 12, 1859.
42tf

2 Tons Oukum of the best quality.

FOREIGN PORTS.

DEATHS.

MERCHANDISE

Is Surpassed by no like Machine now in Use.

Gather round, men of New England,
Tell the neighbors far and near
MAGAZINES, PERIODICALS,
Of the fum’d Green Mountain Cutler,
Where’er it does appear,
All the ancient Cutlers vanish,
Music, N ew spapers and Pamphlets
Like a ghost when morn draws nigh,
of every desciiption bound in any variety of style, and
Using the Green Mountain Cutters—
at prices to suit the times.
its glory never die.
Iu port, 16th, 9 l’M, schs Nevis, Bertha, Victory, May —Steam May
Machine Poet.
i R I n u l t B o o k * R u l e d , P r i n t e d , and m ade to Flower, and Emily Fowler.
o rder.
HALSEY II. MUNROE, Proprietor.
B in d e r y N o. *1 S po ffo r d B lock , over the
Rockland, Oct. 1859.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
ROCK LA N D BO O KSTORE.
BOSTON—Ar
14th,
barque
Growler,
(of
Rockland,)
Rockland, July 27, 1859.
31tf
W atts, New Orleans 13th SW Pass 19th ult. The G did
not put into Provincelown on 10th inst, as reported, but
on iliHt date was off Capes of Delaware.
Ar llth , brig Lizzie Bliss, (of St George) Pearson, Alex
To all persons suffering from Rheumatism, Neuralgia
Cramp in the limbs or stomach, Billious Colic, or Tooth andria.
ache, we say Curtis A: Perkins’ Cramp and Pain Killer is, ^ Ar 17th, brigs Fredk Eugene, Achorn, Richmond; S P
of ull others, the remedy you want. It operates like mag Smith, Smith, A lexandria.
NEW YORK—Ar 13th, barque Golden Era, Thorndike,
ic ; it has cured the above complaints in thousands of
cases after long years of suffering, and when all other rem Salt Cay, T I; schs Superior, Robinson. Belfast; D II Bald
win, Glover, and Gannet, Robinson, Rockland; Moses
edies that have been tried have failed.
For sale in Rockland by C. P. FESSENDEN and N. Waring, Crowell, Portsmouth N 11.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 14th, ships J Spear, and Leuco- Will be pleased to learn that the Subscriber has just re
WIGGIN.
thea, Boston; Susan Ilinks. llavunu.
January 18, 1859.
Iy4
Ar 8th and 9th, snips Caroline Nesmith, Milliken, and ceived h new and complete assortment of
Jos Fish, Young, New York.
Cld 8th, ships Excelsior, Mitchell, Civitft Vecchia; 10th,
J Montgomery, Hamilton, Havre; Lebanon, Hamilton.
Liverpool.
CHARLESTON—Ar llth , ship Ocean Queen, Hale, consisting of almost every hi tide usually called for. Also,
Boston; brig Surf, McIntyre, Rockport.
that we will sell a S im ile lower than anybody else in this
NORFOLK—Ar 14to. sch Julia E Gainage, Tilden,Cam 
vicinity.
den.
NO. 5 KIM BALL BLOCK.
J. M. GOULD.
ST MARKS—In port, barque R II Moxlcy, Williams,
disg; brig Samson. Leerhooff. to clear same day.
Rockland, October 19, 1859.
43tf
RO CK LAND, M E.
HOLMES’ HOLE, 14 PM—Ar sch R B Pitts, Gregory,
Bockluud for New York.

C P

COMBINATION

D IS P A T C H A N D R E A L , W O R T H .

T H R E E C H EER S

MONS. A. E L IA E R S ’

§75,000 W O R T H

CUTTER.

PATENTED FEU. 20, 1855.

14.

S A IL E D .

12tf

GREEN M OUNTAIN

P icked Up.

For Sale at a Bargain-

M. E. THTJBIiO,

MERCHANT

SEAVEY’S

TAILOR,

NO. 3 CUSTOM H O U SE BLOCK«

JJ A S in Store a choice Stock o f

WISTAB’S
WISTAR’S
WISTAR’S
WISTAR’S

C O A L

THE
THE
THE
THE

BROADCLOTHS, CASSIMERES,
Doeskins, V estings, Satinets
and other CLOTHS, together with ■ full stock of
T A I L O R ’S T R I M M I N G S .
which he will he pleased to make up to order from meas
ure warrauliog every garmeol made, uot only as to style
and’set, but also as to quality of material, while he will
ensure'perfect satisfaction as to the price ofgoods and gar
ments. He has also a full slock of

G

M

i

A

F or
F or
F or
F or

S

A
A
A
A

8 0 0 0

r BURNER.
Stove is the only one for burning Coal from which
THIS
you c«!i get the whole benefit of the Coal burned.

R o lls

Seavey’s Coal and Gas Burner,
For beauty of design and compactness is unsuspassed by
any other Stove made.

FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR

HANGINGS

S e a v e y ’s Coal and Gas Burner.

AT THE ROCKLAND BOOKSTORE.

There has been more of these Stoves sold in the last
year than any other by one-half.

SPEAR has just received his Spring Stock of
E R.• Paper
Hangings, comprising all the best styles to be
had in Boston

S e a v e y ’s Coal and Gas Burner

i ’rom 6 1-4 cents to $2.00 Per R oll,

Is adapted to heating STORES, HALLS, OFFICES
HOUSES and all other places where lire is needed for
heating.

All of which will be sold at prices lower than ever.
Printed Shades, Rustic Blinds, Paper Curtains, Curtain
Fixtures 6cc., &c , always on hand.
Rockland, April 12, 1859.
16tf

S e a v e y ’s C oal and Gas Burner

Fire Insurance.

Is the moat durabla Stove used.

S e a v e y ’s Coal and Gas Burner
Requires less attention than any other Stove to keep it in
opperaiion it needs replenishing but once in twenty four
hours.

FOB
FOR
FOR
FO B

For
For
For
For

E. H. C O C H R A N ’ S
No. 2 BERRY’S BLOCK, Up Stairs.
ROCKLAND.

Seavey’s Coal and Gas Burner
Is the only stove which makes no dust in the room when
shaking the grate.

E. H . C O C H R A N ,

Seavey’s Coal and Gas Burner.

WILL TAKE RISKS ON

Is manufactured and sold at
D W E L L IN G HOUSES,
N o . 2 A t l a n t i c B l o c k , R o c k l a n d , M a i n e , l>y
HO USEHO LD F U R N IT U R E ,
S. M, VEAZIE,
STORES,
Sole Agent for Rockland and Thcmaston.
STOCKS O F GOODS,
F I N I S H I N G R I S K S ON B U IL D I N G S

in process o f construction, and all other In
SEAVEY- S
surable property, in the following companies,
known to be safe and prompt in the adjust
Coal aud Gas Burning' Furnace
ment o f their losses.
Is warranted to do more execution for the amount of fuel

Hartford Fire Insurance Co.

consumed than any other furnace in use.

S e t and w a r r a n t e d , m anufactured and sold by

HARTFORD, CONN
Incorporated 1810.................................... Charter Perpetuai

S. M. VEAZIE,
N o . 2 , A t l a n t i c B lo c k .
Rockland, Sept. 13, 1859. ____
38tf

Capital §500,000 with Surplus o f §210,000
If. II cntisgtok , Pres’t,

T . C. A ll t n , Sec’y.

Hom e In su ran ce Com pany,
NEW YORK CITY.

Cash Capita], 1,000,000 [ Surplus, 300,000
J. M. S m it h , Sec’y

HARTFORD, CONN.

Cash

Capital,

§ 2 5 0 , 0 0 0 .

C. N. B o w e r s , P re s ’t.

B O O It

S T O R E .

C apital

THROAT.
THR O A T.
THROAT.
TH R O A T.

BALM
BA LM
BA LM
2A LM

Throat
Throat
Throat
Throat
at

PERM
PERM
PERM
PERM

anil
and
and
and

Langs.
Lnngs.
Lnngs.
Lungs.

once.

ANENT
ANENT
ANENT
ANENT
of
of
of
of

NO. 1 S P O F F O R D

J. II. W il l ia m s , Sec’y
ENGLAND

F ire and M arine In su ra n ce C om pany.
HARTFORD CONN.

mate fo r

H ealth.

See advertisement of Hammon-

$ 2 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
2 3 0 ,0 0 0

To the l i e s '. B ed ek F ales Judge o f Probate fo r
the County o f Lincoln.

G eorge D. J e w e t t , Soc’y.

KENNEDY, Executor, of the Last Will of
HENRY
AMOS MOODY, late of Nobleboro’, in said County,
deceased, respectfully represents, That the Personal Es

Cash Capital,
Assets, over
N a t ii ’l M. W aterm a n , l*re»’t.

W estern Massachusetts Insurance Co
PITTSFIELD, MASS.
Cash Capital aud Surplus, over
$ 2 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
J . G . G oud rid g e , Sec’y.

S P R IN G F IE L D

Fire and Marine Insurance Co.

tate of the said deceased is not sufficient by the sum of
three hundred dollars to answer the just debts and charges
of Administration : he therefore prays that he may be
empowered and licensed to sell and convey so much of
the Reel Estute of the said deceased sis may be sufficient
to raise the said sum with incidental charges.
-33
HENRY KENNEDY.

C o u n te rfe its.
C o u n terfeits.
C o u n terfeits.
C o u n te rfe its.

The only genuine has the written signature “ I. Bu t t s ,**
as well as the printed name of the Proprietors,
SETH W . FOW LE & CO., Bo sto n ,
on the outside wrappers, therefore be not deceived.
FOB SALE
by Druggists and Dealers in Medicines both In City and
Country,

EVERYWHERE.

EVERYW HERE.

EVERYW HERE.

EVERYWHERE.
C. P. FESSENDEN, Agent for Rockland W M . M
COOK, Thomaston ; JOHN BALCII 6c, SON, Wnrren ;
JOSHUA S. GREENE. Union; J. If. ESTABROOK,
CAMDEN ; and for sale by all dealers in medicine every
where.
july 7
281y

F A L L ST Y L E S

S IL K

HATS

Just received, at.

T W E L L S & CO.,

Shipping and Commission

35tf

the s ubscriber will
the speedy sale of
by September 1st,
J. M. GOULD.
30tf

To the Judge o f Probate within and/or the Coun
ty o f Lincoln.

MAYO & KALER,

TH E ONLY REMEDY.

THOMAS FRYE,

Daniel W ebster,

J. W. BROWN & Co.,

COMMISSION M ERCHANTS,

DR. J. H O S T F IT T E R S
j
i
!
H A R T F O R D , CONN.
j But that numerous class who devote themselves to lit| erary and other sedentary pursuits, and in consequence of
; a want of physical exercise, become the victims of languor
--- AND —
Incorporated A . D . 1810.
Charter Perpetual.
; and debility, without nerve or appetite, have hitherto
B LA N K BO OK M ANUFACTURER,
A u t h o r i z e d C a p i t a l .........$ 1 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0
; sought in vain for some invigorating , life giving medicine
C
a
p
i
t
a
l
p
a
i
d
i
u
..........................
5
0
0
,
0
0
0
S p o flo r« l B l o c k . M a i n S t. R o c k l a u d ;
whose effects upon the system shall be both speedy and
S u r p l u s ............................................3 0 0 , 0 0 0
j permanent Physicians of eminence, and profoundly ac(Over E. R. SPEAR’S Bookstore)
: quaint, d with the requirements of the human frume.comP L A IN A N D O R N A M E N T A L B IN D IN G
i
mend HOSTKTTER’S BIT fERS as the safest and .swift
A ssets J anuary 1, 1859
est stimulant to the recuperative energies of the system
of every description executed with neatness and despatch.
Cash on hand and in Bank,
yet discovered. It restores the appetite, gives fresh vigor
843,455 22
Blank Books Ruled to Pattern and made to order.
Cash in hund of Agents and in transit,
to the pigestive organs, sends the blood through the veins
54,8'/
N. B. Particular attention paid to binding Musie, Mag Real Estate unencumbered, (cnsh value,)
j with a more lively current, corrects a tendency to de15.000 00
azines &c., &c. Old Books Re-bound.
Bills Receivable, amply secured,
| pression of spirits, and fits a man for the traosaction of
73,174 55
Rockland, June 17, 1857.
25tf
2,404 Shares Bank Stock in Hartford,
j business with a cheerful heart and an active minds. Un230,413 00
2,200 “
“
“ New York,
| like other medicines which have been devised for the sume
197,750 00
M ETCALF & D U N C A N ,
710
“
“ Boston,
objoct, the B I T T E R S do not act spasmodically, or
74.620.00
100 Shares Bank of the Slate of Missouri,
with a temporary power—the imluence of the remedy is
10.000 00
r Rockland, Machias, Millbridge and
Stale and City Bonds, 6 per cents,
lasting. Anil tf a patient will but give some attention to
74.245 00
Rail road Stocks,
securing pioper exercise, after the relief has been afford
16,*50 00
Way
Stations.
•
United States’ Treasury Notes,
ed, he need fear no return of the affliction. The debility
14,035 00
EAV1 ! Boston by
natural to the encroachments of years upon the bodily
2 3
S O U T H
S T R E E T ,
frame is also alleviated by this great strengthening medi
$803,769 86
cine, thus enabling the aged to pass their declining days in
STEAMER M. SANFORD,
D IR E C T O R S .
j
physical ease ; whereas they are now suffering from exB. F. M e t c a l f , ?
on
Tuesdays
and
Fridays
at
5
P.
M.
II. HUNTINGTON,
CHARLES BOSWELL,
i
treme weakness and nervousness. To this venerable class
Returning in the
S am l . D u n ca n , j
juneS , (23)
ALBERT DAY,
HENRY KENEY,
1of people, HOSTETTER S BITTERri may be cominendJAMES GOODWIN,
CALVIN DAY,
STEAMER ROCKLAND,
i
a- invaluable. The proprietor* ol this invigorator
JOB ALLYN,
JOHN P. BRACE,
W IL L IA M B E A T T IE ^
Leaves Machias on Monday at 5 A. M., and Millbridge ! have
addition, a deep gratification in assuring
CHARLES J. RUSS.
Thursday at 7 A. M., and connect with the Steamer , NURSING MOTHliRS~ihai~tUey
•lOTIIERS that they will find the BITTERN
M. Sanford at Rocklaud.
the best and safest of restoratives. Very few medicines
All business intrusted to tr care will be promptly at- are sanctioned by physicians as prnper to be administered
II. HUNTINGTON, President.
37tf
R O C K L A N D M A IN E .
tended to by leaving orders ith our agent
W m. N. BOWERS, Actuary.
duriug the period of nursing ; uud this has obtained un
WM. M. SNOW,
TIMO. C. ALLYN, Secretary.
univer>al preference.
at the Store formerly occupied by E. L. LOVEJOY.
C. C. LYMAN, Assistant Secretary.
I T Those who desire to purchase this great remedy
HENDERSON & CO.
for Dvspepsia and Debility shouid remember the precise
Rockland,
April
7,
1959.
I6tf
title, IIOSTETTERYS CELEBRATED STOMACH BIT
This old and reliable Company, established for nearly
TERS. It i« put up in quart bottles, with the name, D R .
ifty Y ears , continue to Insure against Loss or Damage
J . I I O S T E T T E R ’S S T O M A C H H I T T E R S ,
by Fire on Dwellings, Furniture, Warehouses, Stores.
rem oyal
blown on the bottle, and also stamped on the cap covering
Merchandise, Mills, Manufactories, and most other kinds
the cork, with the autograph of IIOSTETTER dc SMITH
of property, on its usual satisfactory terms.
A R R A N G M E N T . an the label. These things are important, on account of
Particular attention given to insuring Farm Property, S U M M E R
the numerous counterfeits now iu the market.
consisting of Dwellings, Barns and Out-Buildings con
Prepared and sold by HOSTETTER A SMITH, Pitts
nected, and Furniture, Live Stock, Hay Gram, Farming
burgh., Pa. and also sold by all druggists, grocers, and
Utensils, Ac.,& c., contained in the same, for a term of
dealers generally throughout the United States, Canada,
three or five yearsat low rates of premium.
I South America and Germanv.
Applications for Insurance may b3 made to the ui derSold by C. P. FESSEN DEN, Rockland ; W. M. COOK,
sigued, the duly authorised Agent for R ockland and vi
I Thomaston ; J. II. EST.VBROOKS, Jr., Camden.
cinity.
■
. ; V\ EEKS <V POTTER, Boston, general Agents for the
Losses equitably adjusted at this Agency, and paid im
mediately, upon satisfactory proofs, in funds current in
AVE taken the Store recently occupied by ^ May*241^359" ***^
o2tv
the cities of New York or Boston, as the assured may
Mb . H ik am H a t c h , on
| ----------1 _________________________________ y
prefer.

Rockland Book Bindery. Hartford Fire Insurance Company
W IL L IA M A . B A R K E R ,

B
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To Whom it Concerns.

WARREN FACTORY

c o m m e r c ia l c o l l e g e ,

LINCOLN COUNTY— In Court of Probate at W is
casset on the first Tuesday of Sept. 1859.
On the petition aforesaid, Ordered That notice be given
by publishing a copy of said petition with this order there
H A R TFO R D CONN.
on, three weeks successively prior to the 27th day ol
Capital Stock and Surplus, §500,000.
October next, in the Rockland Gazette a newspaper printed
Life Insurance effected as above, oil either Stock or in Rockland, that all persons interested may attend at a
Court of Probate then to be holden iu Rockland aud show
Mutual plan.
cause, if any why the prayer of said petition should not
be grunted.
XT* E. H . C O C H R A N , thankful for the
BEDER FALES, Judge.
Copy A ttest:—E. F o ote , Register.
3w4u
liberal patronage heretofore received pledges

himself to give the most careful attention to
all business entrusted to him in the Insur
ance line.
Rockland, November 24, 1858.

4-Stf

Flour, Corn and Feed
To

A r r iv e .

'J'HE Subseribers offer to the trade
1 0 0 0 B B L S Virginia, Ohio, and W is
consin Flour
3 5 0 0 Bushels Feed.
2 5 0 0 Bushels Corn.
This invoice will be due at this port in a few days, and
will be sold in a lot or by parcels on the most favorable
terms.
{
COBB, W IGHT 6c CASE.
I Rockland, Sept. 27, 1859.
40tf

COAL OILS! COAL O IL S!

U K . K I T T B E D G E ’S

Scrofula Plaster and P ills.

medicine lias been the means of saving thousands
TItHIS
from an untimely grave within the last five years.
is a sure cure for all cancerous or scrofula humors

and all impurities of the blood.
All persons troubled with cancers, or ulcers, or sickness
any form caused by an impure slate of the blood,
should not fail to try this remedy.
The ,followiug is one of the many testimonials that
have been given for the benefit of the afflicted :
“ This may certify that the undersigned, being eightyone yeurs of age, has been cured of an open cancer of three
years standing, by the use of Dr. Kiuredge’a Scrofula
Remedy, and otherways greatly impoved my bodily
health, and I do cheerlully recommend it to all suffering
from humors in anv form.
„ ,
'
LUCINDA ASHCROFT.
Guilford, Vt., April 15, 1856.’’
Maine*3 me^‘c‘ne mn*>’ l)e oljlaiued at the only agency for
' I S p e a r B lo c k , R o c k la u d .
May 10, 1659.

FLOUR !

FLOUR!!

TpRESII GROUND Ohio. Michigan and St.

lc . 33 i n

d

e r

M

7

The E astern Express Co.

AVING stood the test of nineteen years’ trinl iu Bos
ton, and been attended by upwards o f eight thousand
students, the Principals possess peculinr facilities for im
parting practical instruction in W R I T I N G . B O O K K E E P I N G , N A V I G A T I O N , & c ., and for ob
taining suitable employment for their graduates.
Separate Department for LADIES. No Class System
The annual Catalogue and Circular of Terms may be
had at the Office, 1 4 9 W a s h i n g t o n S t r e e t , B ow t e n , o r wiM be sent, on req u est, bv m ail, f iie e .
GEORGE N. COMER, ? P dim
OLIVER E. LINTON. 5 1 r1nc,PaLS
Aug. 23, 1859.
3m35

H

^ L L WANTING FARMS IN A D e l ig h t fu l

O F P IA N O

FO RTE,

V ocalization and Harmony,
TYTOULD respectfully inform the public, that

MARBLE WORKS.

SH IP

DEALERS IN

C O R D A G E , O IL , P A IN T , T A R , P IT C H
OAKUM &c

S

I l l P E A R L ST.
BOSTON.
3m35

S T O R A G I
S U M M E R

FRANCIS HARRINGTON
tlANUFACTBIt

BLOCKS & PU M PS

/"RAPPING PAPERS of all kinds can be
bought at
26tf

SPEAR’S

NO. 7. KIMBALL BLOCK,

HAVING purchnBed the entire Interest of the

lute firm of COBB A: StV ETT, together with their
stock, fixtures, &c., hereby gives notice that he has asso
ciated with himself MR. JACOB McCLURE, and re
moved the business to their
n e w s t a n d o x m a ix s t r e e t ,
One door South of Sawyer & Colson’s Cabinet W are
house ; where they will constantly be prepared to supply
their old friends and customers with all varieties of work
in their line including
M o u i i m e n t s , G r a v e S to n e * . M a n t l e P ie c e s ,
C h i m n e y P i e c e s , M a r b l e S h e lv e s ,
T a b ic T o p s , S in k s , W a s h
B o x ti S la b s , & c ., & c .,
All
of
which will he warranted in style of workman
3 8 !„ H A N O V E R S T R E E T ,
ship, quality of material, and price, to give entire satis
faction.
BOSTON.
32tf
The fact that Mr. McClure has been for the past five
yeurs the foreman of the late firm of Cobb & Sw elt, and
hs
such has executed their best jobs of work, will be a
PETER TEACHER & BROTHER.
sufficient guarantee to the friends and customers of the
old firm of the quality of the work which may be ex
A tto r n e y s an d C ou n sello rs a t L a w , ecuted
by us, and we can only add that no pains will
he spared to merit and secure a continuance of the pat
O F F I C E , JTO. 2 K I M B A L L B L O C K .
ronage of our friends and the pubfic.
MAIN STREE T.....................................ROCKLAND, ME
L. S w ett ,
P eter T iia ch er ,
R. P. E. T hacher .
J. Mc C lure .
S W ETT & McCLURE.
Rockland, Feb. 21, 1356.
48tf
JKocklnnd, January 11, 1859.
3tf

W E B ST E ll H O USE.

J. E. MERRILL, Proprietor.

YORK.

[C has A. F a r w e l l .1

& FARW ELL,

A gents for “ The E agle L ine” N ew York
Packets,

39 NATCHEZ STREET,

44tf

NEW ORLEANS.

N. B O Y N TO N & CO.,

T H E Subscriber would respectful

Notice.

on Accounts nnd Claims,
THEtheh,Committee
Store of Leander Weeks, the first Friday o f each
at 7 o'clock, P. M., for the purpose of examining
W . H . TITCOMB, Chairman.
22tf
Rockland, May 23, 1859. ,

ARRANGEMENT,

L. S W E T T

A T S T E A M M I L L ., U P S T A I R S ,
ROCKLAND, ME,
February,*18, 1857.
8tf

NEW

|

ALFHED B. COBB,

j
j . . OF T H E L A T E F IR M OF COBB if SIV E T T ,
T the earnest solicitation of manv friends in R ock
land and vicinity, has concluded to resume his old busi1

aH M A R B L E

W ORK ER

52 ® El ® 52 is a 1?

Crane & Co.’s Express.

JACOB rtOSEVELT.
A pril 23, 1857.

D entistry.

_________
k 4* ly_ __________________
iuform the citizens of
Rockland and
ant
...
. vicinity that he has fitted up an OFFICE in
• roily to Ins r .n r j f e S to c k of the above nitmed nWilson
<fc White’s block, for the practice of Dentistry —
GooiU, all of which will he sold -is low a . Lite lowest for He
is prepared to insert artificial teeth and to perform all
operations connected with his profession in the most skill
T H E
C A S H .
ful manner.
C a ll B e fo re P u r c h a s in g E ls e w h e re .
Rocklaud, January 25, 1859.
5tf
Rockland, N ot. 17, 1858.

every Monday nnd Thursday a'. 5 o’clock, P. M., return- 1
ing Wednesday and Saturday mornings.
ALSO,—For Portland and Boston by

Rockland, and for that purpose has secured the ser
J. N. W in s l o w , Portland. in
vices o f the most accomplished W orkmen in Boston and
F . W . C a r r , B oston,
provided himspelf with a large variety of the very best
J .R . HALL, Superintendent.
modern designs for all the various kinds of work, including
G . \ V . B E R R Y , A g e n t.
Rockland, April 6, 1859.
"15tf*
i i

S O U T H S T ., Sc. 3 3 C O E X T I E S S L I P
NEW YORK.
Manila Rope, T ar’d Rope, Anchors ami Ch/tins, Bunting
Flags, W hile Lead, Paint Oil, Lamp Oil, P atent Wiudlnsses, 6cc.

J. T. BERRY, 2d,

WOULD call the attention of the public gen

One Door North o f F . Cobb & Co.’9.

STEAMER M. SANFORD.

F. II. I I odgm an , Bangor,
G. S. C a b p e n t e h , A ugusta,

22

I

E. P. JONES & CO., Agents,

The Express for Boston
Will leave direct by

P R O P R IE T O R S ,

H I P
S T O R E S ,
PROVISIONS A N D GROCERIES,

Commission Merchants, and Ship
BROKERS.

C H A M B E R S No
Corner of High street,
Aug. 23, 1859.

MARBLE
WORKS
M A I N
S T R E E T ,

every Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 11 o’clock A. M.
For Bangor every Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Saturday mornings.
F r e i g h t F o r w a r d e d to all parts of the Country,
X o tc s , B i l l s . D r a f t s & c .,c o ll e c t e d . B ill*
o f E x c h a n g e on Ireland purchased in sums to suit
and all other business in the Express line promptly attended to-

CHANDLERS,

satisfied that he can compete with any other inanufacurS2if
ers, on these two important points. He would give notice
to his friends and the public, that they can be accommo
dated with all boots of bis make, comprising men’s 14 to [W m C r e e v v . |
17 inch legs’ and boys’ and youths’, both double and tai
CREEVY
soles, by calling on A M O S P . T A P L E Y , N o , 111
P e a r l a t ., B o a t o u , who will warrant them in all re
spects. His store is the only place where they can be
bad.
JO S E P H ESTES.
Vassalboro, Me., 8th month, 1859.

BOOTS, SHOES & R U B B E R S,

L IM E R O C K S T R E E T ,
(Opposite the Post Office,) ROCKLAND,
And have engaged MR. GEO. W . BERRY, to take
charge of their business.

STEAMER DANIEL WEBSTER

JA C O B R 0 S E V E L T & SO N

PRIME THICK BOOTS. SHIPPING AND COMMISSION
SUBSCRIBER having been engaged in the manu
M ERCHANT,
THEfacture
of Thick Boots for twenty years, and having
endeavored to furnish a good boot for n low price, is now
22 South S treet, (Up Stairs,

Dealer in

X o . 2 B e r r y B lo c k .
Over E. Barrett ’s Dry Good Store.
Rockland, February 10, 1859.
7tf

he can be found at MORSE BROTHERS, Music
Room, Snow’s Block, Main Street.
Manufactories in a new and thriving place where busi
He has permission to refer to the following gentlemen.
ness is good. See advertisement of the Hammonton Set
II. G. Berry,
A. G. Spalding,
tlement.
31 6m
W. A. Farnsworth,
N. A. Furwell,
F. Cobh,
T. Williams,
VV. II, Titcomb,
J T . Berry,
I. K. Kimball,
Rockland, April 15, 1857.
16tf

G EO . L. H A TC H ,

AMOS P. TAPLEY,

H

E. II. COCHRAN, Agent.

VV

COM M ISSION M E R C H A N T S

3 5 fc 3T O u l r a l S t r e e t , B o a t u n , M a n ,
Aogutl SO, 1S59.

Celebrated Stomach Hitters.

e r c h a n ts ,

A- Louis, vurious grades, just received.
-----ALSO----THE
T^IIE HAMMONTON FARMER— A newsFlour from pure Genesee Wheat. By the bar J- paper devoted to Literature and Agriculture, also set
AND SELLING AGENTS FOR THE
GLENDOW COAl OIL COMPANY rel,Graham
ting forth full accounts of the new settlement of Ilammonhalf hbl. or dollars worth, for sale low by
(INCORPORATED,.IBNE, 1859.)
ton,
in New Jersey, can be subscribed lor at only 25 cents
R O B B IN S C O R D A G E CO.,
W. o . FULLER,
per annum.
P L Y M O U T H , M ASS.
S MANUFACTURING n very Superior Quality ol Oil,
Incluse postage stamps lor the amount. Address to Edi
RorMnnd, Ait;. 16, 1859.
8p :“r
for burning it. the "JONES,” and ..'h er“ KEROSENE”
tor of the Farmer, Hammonton, P. O. Atlantic Co., New R U S S E L L M IL L S, and Mt. V E R N O N
orO O » L O il. I.alnjjs.
Jersey.
Those
wishing
cheap
land,
of
the
best
quality,
in
Our Oi.b are veiy Eight C> loreJ nnd free from oHeitD U C K C O M P A N Y ’S,
one of the h ta’ihicst and most deiightful climates in the
■iqr oior, while the quality ia interior to none other In
Union, and where crops are never cut down by frosts, the are prepared to furnish Cornage nnd Duck of the be
RETAIL DEALER INnn\ reaped.
terrible scourge of the north, see advertisement of Ham- quality, nt the lowest manufacturers’ prices.
W e are now belling it to the Trade at REDUCED
N BOYNTON,
x
No. 134
tnonton
Lands.
31
if
PRICES, and, with our unequalled faemtiea, are prepared
E BOYNTON, JR C
C om m ercial Block,
to furnish it in nay .quantity, nnd to execute all order*
A F 1IE R V E Y
J
bo sto n .
promptly.
H A TS, CAPS and FURS.
January 18, 1859.
Iy4

BOOTS, SH O ES, R U B B E R S,

R eturnino ,—Leaves Portland for Bangor and intermediate landings on the river every Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday evening, on the arrival of the cars from Boston, arriving at Rockland every Tuessilay, Thursday and
Saturday morning at about 3 1-2 o’clock,
F A R E , — From Rockland to Boston.
$ 2 ,5 0 .
“
“
“ Portland,
1 ,5 0 .
River Fares as usual. Freight taken at usunl rates.
M W. FARW ELL, Agent.
Agent’s office at his residence, No. 5 Elm Street.
April 1, 1859.
8m 14

S H IP P IN G & COMMISSION

Yarns, Flannels &c.

C O M PA N Y ,

o

TEACHER

W________________________________________________
m. B. C alhoun , Pres’t.
J. C. P ynciiox , Sec’yEDGAR DYER, minor heirs of ANTHONY C. DYER,
< niM r ____ __ ____ I line of South Thomaston, in said County, deceased, reo o n w a y r l Y G IH 3 lira .H C G C O m p c L liy . Ispectfully represents, That said minors are seized and posC ONW a v m a c ;?
i sussed ol the following described real estate, viz :—All the
.
’
interest of said wurds iu a lot of land situate in South
Capital,
§ 2 0 0 , 0 0 0 .
i Thomaston, and the buildmgs thereon, bounded Southerly
by Daniel Emery’s land, West by said Emery, North by
S. W h it n e y , Pres’t
I) C. R o g e r s , Sec’y J. Hutchings’ land and by the town road. That an ad
vantageous offer of one hundred seventy-five dollars has
H olyok e M utual F ir e In su ra n ce Co. been made for the same, by Mary J. Vincent of South All persons indebted to J. M. GOULD by note or ac
Thomaston. in said County, which offer it is for the inter count must settle and pay within T hirty D ays from this
S a l e m , Ma s s .
est of all concerned immediately to accept, the proceeds date.
of sale to be placed at interest lor the benefit of said
Capital and Assets, $ 3 5 0,000.
wards. Said Guardian therefore prays for license to sell
Rockland, July 19, 1859.
30tf
A ug u stu s S T o n Y ,P res’t.
J. T. B u r n h a m , Sec’y. and convey the above described real estate to the person
making said offer.
T h o m a sto n M utual In su ra n ce Go.
CHANDLER F. PERRY.
THOMASTON ME.
A tw ood L e v e n s a l e r . Pres’t
W m . R. K e i t h , Sec’y LINCOLN COUNTY. -In Court of Probate, nt Wiscas
set, on the first Tuesday of October, \ . D. 1859.
On the petition aforesaid, Ordered, That notice be given
P en o b sco t M utual In su ra n ce Co.
by publishing a copy of said petition, with this order
bangor, m e.
thereon, three weeks successively prior to the 27th day
E , L. H a m l in , P re s ’t.
B. P l u m m e r , S ec’v of October inst., in the Rocklaud Gazette, a newspaper
printed in Rockland, that ail persons interested may at
tend nt h Court of Probate then to be holden in Wiscas
E IF E IN S U R A N C E
set, and show cause, if any, why the prayer ol said pe
effected in th e follow ing sound C o m p a n ie s , doing busi tition should not be grauted.
n ess on th e r a o u ap proved p lans, and offering induce
•BEDER FALES, Judge.
W 3 O. F U L L E R ,
Copy A t t e s t E . F oote , Register.
3w4l
m e n ts second to n o o th e r C om panies.
SPEAR BLOCK,
Premiums may be paid Quarterly, Semi-Annually or To the Judge o f Probate within and fo r the
A g e n t fo r th e W a r r e n F a c to ry ,
Yearly.
County o f Lincoln.
AS
on
hand
a
good
stock
of their
mil E undersigned, Guurdinn of FREDERIC and CEPHAS H
NEW ENGLAND M UTUAL
I C. BROWN, minor heirs of JONATHAN BROWN,
L IF E
I N S U R A N C E C O M PA N Y , late of Rockland, in said County, deceased, respectfully Y A R N S , F L A N N E L S , C A S S I M E R E S A N D
represents. That said minors are seized and possessed of
S a tiu c tts,
B O S T O N , M A SS.
the following described real estate, viz :—All the interest
ol said wards in one undivided third part of a lot of laud which will be sold at the Factory prices for Cnsh or Wool.
Accumulated Capital, $1,200,000.
Rockland, Aug. 17, 1859.
*
31tf
situated in Rockland with buildings thereon, bounded
Northerly and Easterly by road; Southerly by G. W . PillsC O N N EC TIC U T M UTUAL
bury’s land, and Westerly by land of C. Crockett. That an OHOE BUSINESS AND FACTORIES CAN
advalageous offer of two hundred dollars has been made
be carried on profitably at Hammonton. See adver
L IF E I N S U R A N C E
C O M PA N Y . for the same, by Rebecca Ludwig, ol ltockland, in suid tisement
of Hammonton Lands.
31 6m
County, which offer it is for the interest of all concerned
H A R TFO R D , CONN.
immediately to accept, the proceeds ol sale to he placed
Education and Employment.
at interest for the benefit ol said wards. Said Guardian
Accumulated Capital, § 3 ,0 00,000.
therefore prays for license to sell and convey the above
C O M E It ’ S
Above are the oldest Life Insurance Cempanies in the described real estate to the person making said offer.
A. C. SPALDING.
United Slates. The insured participate in the profits.^

C H A R T E R OAK

B o s to n .

G. D. SMITH

Hampden F ire Insu ran ce C om pany,

IN S U R A N C E

T o

Counsellor and Attorney at Law,

T. A. WENTWORTH’S.
Rockland, August 24, 1859.

CLOSING.

L IF E

B RO K ERS

NEW YORK.

F O R 1859,

LINCOLN, SS.—At a Probate Court held at Wiscasset
within and for the-County of Lincoln, on the fourth day
CashCapital,
$ 2 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
I of October, A. D. 1859.
On the loregoing Petition, O r d e r e d , That the said PeAssets, over
4 4 8 ,0 0 0 .
I
titioner
give notice to all persons interested in said Estate,
E dmund F r e e m a n , Pres’t.
W m . C on n er , Sec’y. ! that they
All the GOODS now In the S toke of
may appeiii at a Court of Probate, to be holden
at Waldoboro', within and for said County on the 25th be offered at such prices as will insure
C harter Oak F ire and M arine Co, day of October inst., by causing a copy of said Petition,
whole stock. We hope to close all
l with this order, to be published in the Rockland Gazette,
HARTFORD, CONN.
piintcd at Rocklaud, in said County, three weeks succes- 1859.
Capita]
§ 3 0 0 , 0 0 0 .
; lively, previous to said Court.
BEDER FALES, Judge of Probate,
R alph G il l e t t , Pres’t.
J oseph H. S pra gu e ,S ec’y
Rockland, July 19, 1859.
j A ttest;—E. F oote , Register.
! A true copy— Attest • E F o o t e , Register.
3w 4l
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

STEWART & McLEANI,

S H IP

Henderson &Co ’s Express

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

C a p i t a l a n d As so t s $ 2 2 0 , 0 0 0

OF P A T E N T S ,

An old estnte consisting of several thousands of acres of
productive soil has been divided into Farms of various
THE FAVORITE STEAMER
sizes to suit the purchaser. A population of some Fifteen
Hundred from various parts of the middle States and New n O O K L
A X D ,
England have settled there the past year, improve their
places, and raised excellent crops. The price of the land
CAP. JAMES WALLACE.
is nt the low sum of from $15 to $20 per acre, the soil is
Will leave ROCKLAND for Ma CHIASPORT every
of the best quality for the production of Wheat, Clover, Saturday morning on the arrival of the steamer M. Sanford
Corn, Peaches, Grapes and Vegetables. It is considered
aiu* l*,e steamer Daniel W ebster from
the best fruit soil in the Union. The place is perfectly se
PORJ
. ^ N,D’ l0UchinK«t N, Haven, Deer Isle, Ml. Des
cure from frosts—the destructive enemy of the farmer.— ert, Mdibridge
and Jonesport.
Crops of grain, grass and fruit are now growing and can be
RF.TURNINO:—Will
MACHIASPORT for ROCK
seen. By examining the place Itself, a correct judgment LAND, every Monday leave
morning at 4 1-2 o’clock, touching
can he formed of the productiveness of the land. The as above, arriving at ROCKLAND in time to connect with
terms are made easy to secure the rapid improvement of the M. Stanford for BOSTON.
the land, which is only sold for actual improvement. The
Will also leave ROCKLAND every Wednesday morn
result has been, that within the past year, some three hun ing, on arrival of M. Sanford, for MILLBRIDGE, touch
dred houses have been erected, two mills, one steam, four ing at Deer Isle,(Scott’s Landing,)Sedgwick, and Ml. Des
si ores, some forty vineyards and Peach orchards, planted, ert, (So. West Harbor )
and a large number of other improvements, making it a
R eturnino
Leaves MILLBRIDGE every Thnrsday
desirable and active place of business.
morning at 7 o’clock, touching as above, arriving iu time
to connect with the M. Sanford for BOSTON. °
T H E
M A R K E T ,
as the reader may perceive from its location, is the
F A R K :
BEST IN THE UNION.
From Rockland to Machiasport,
$2 50
Produce bringing double the price than in locations away
— AND—
**
Jonesport,
2 25
from the city, and more than double the price than the
“
Mt. Desert,
1 50
West. It is known that the earliest and best fruits and
“
Deer Isle,
1 00
egetables in this latitude came from New Jersey, and are
SAINT JOHN, New Brunswick.
“
North Haven,
50
,initially exported to the extent of millions.
From
Rocklund
to
Millbridge,
$2
00
In locating here, the settler has many advantages. He
Freights and Charters procured.
“
Mt.
Desert,
1
50
is within a few hours ride of the’grest cities of New Eng
R eference —Larkin Snow, Esq.
“
Sedgwick,
1
50
land and Middle States, he is near his old lriends and as
March 2,1859.
ly 10*
“
Deer Isle,
1 25
sociates, hei s in a settled country where every improve
Way Fares as usual.
ment of comfort and civilation is at hand. He can buy
T E S T IM O X IA L S .
M. \V. FAR WELL, Agent.
every article he wants nt the cheapest price, and sell his
“ I rejrard Mr. Eddy as one o f the most tanable and
April 9,1859.
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produce for the highest, (in the W est this is reversed,) he
u ‘rCcou^U pr‘‘C“ ll0ne" wi,h whom 1 hove had official Ini schools for his children, divine service, and will enjoy
open winter, and delightful climate, where fevers aie o U T S I H E
E I N E
LDAS. MASON,”
utterly unknown. The result of the change upon those
s e n s
.T
. .. .
Commissioner of Putents.
from the north, has generally been to restore them to
1 have no hesitation in assuring Inventors that they
S P R IN G A R R A N G E M E N T .
excellent state of health.
N O . 1 0 fit 1 2 S O U T H W H A R V E S ,
cannot employ a person more competent and trust
In the way of building and improving, lumber can be ob
worthy, and more capable of putting their applications in
PHILADELPHIA.
tained at the mills at the rate of $10 to $15 per thousand.
a lorui to secure for them an early and favorable consider
ation nt the Patent Oftice.
EDMUND BURKE.”
Especial attention pai.l to purchases of Breadstuff*, Biicks from the brick yard opened in the place, every ar
ticle
can
be
procured
in
the
place,
good
carpenters
are
al
and sales of Lime. Lumber, Ice, Ate., also to vessel’s
Late Commissioner of Patents.
THE
NEW,
LARGE
AND
COMMODIOUS
STEAMER
hand, and there is no place in the Union where building;
charters.
“ Boston, February 8, 1858.
and improvements can be made cheaper.
Refer to FRANCIS COBB & CO.. Rockland.
Mr. R. II. Eddy has made for me THIRTEEN appli
The reader will at once be struck with the advantages
“
PHILADELPHIA RANK, Philadelphia.
cations, on all hut one oi which patents have been grant
March 1, 1 8 5 9 . _______________lylO___ here presented, and ask himself why the property has not
ed, and that one is now pending. Such unmistakable
been tuken up before. The reason is, it was never thrown
proof of great talent and ability on his part leads me 10
the market ; and unless these statements were correct,
recommend all inventors to apply to him to procure their
i one would be invited to examine the land before pur
E N E M O N
S A N F
puients, as they may he sure of having the most faithful
chasing. This all are expected to do. They will see land
SUCCESSORS TO PIERCE & KALBR.
attention bestowed on their cuses, nnd at very reasonable
under cultivation; such is the extinct of the settlement
CAPT. E. II. SANFORD,
chnrgea.
JOHN TAGGART.”
tqat they will no doubt, meet persons, from their own
neighborhood *. they will witness the improvements and Will leave BANGOR, or as far up as
DEALERS IN
i will permit,
From Sept. 17th, 1857, to June 17th, 1858, the subscrib
can judge the character of the population. Jf tney cotne for BOSTON every Monday and Thursday at 11 o’clock, er in course of his large prnctice, made, yn to ice rejected
with a view to settle, they should come prepared to stuy a A. M., arriving at ROCKLAND at about 5 o’clock,P M. applications, SIXTEEN APPEALS, EVERY ONE of
day or two and be ready to purchase, as locations cannot
RsTunNiNO :—Leaves Foster’s South W harf BOSTON, which was decided in m s favor, by the Commissioner of
be held on refusal.
for BANGOR, (or as far as the ice will permit,-) and inter Pa«eI»ts
R . II. E D D V .
There are two daily trains to Philadelphia, and to all set mediate landings on the river, every Tuesday and Fridny
Boston, Jan. 1, 1859.
]y2
tlers who improve, the R ailroad Company oives a F iiee afternoon at 5 o’clock, arriving at ROCKLAND every
T icket roit six months, and a half -price T icket for W’ednerday nnd Saturday morning, at about 5 o’clock.
N
EW
ENGLAND
AILM
ENTS,
No. 5, SPOFFORD BLOCK, Main St.. THREE
YEARS.
F A R E —From Rockland to Boston,
$ 2 ,0 0 .
EBEN B. MAYO,
>
THE TOW N OF II AMMON TON.
O ’River Fares as usual. Freight taken at usual rates.
GEORGE F. KALER.3
In connection with the agricultural settlement,
M. W. FARW ELL, A gent.
March 3, 1859.
and ihriving town has naturally arisen, which presents in
Agent’s Olfice at his residence, No. 5, Elm Street.
r r il E Eastern J u te s , inclnded in that section of the
Commencing Monday March 28, 1859.
8moI3
ducements for any kind of business, particularly stores and
manufactories. The shoe business could be carried on in
i ! , lon
is most widely known ns u New Engthis place and manufactories of agricultural implements
u* V COnftt'1! *
industrious, intelligent people,
I N S I D E
X iIN E
loundries for casting small articles. The improvement has
who have achieved an uncommon degree of prosperity ;
with a climate extremely trying to certain constitutions,
I P S I M M S T and I jW & iM ! W
been so rapid as to insure a constant and permanent in
T H R E E T R IP S A W E E K .
crease of business. Town lots of a good size, we do not
and a soil of small fertility, they have contrived to surO F F IC E N O . 4 K IM B A L L B L O C K ,
ptiss more favored communities in almost everv thing that
sell small ones, as It would effect the improvement ol the
conduces to social comfort and happiness Unfortunately,
place, can be had at from $101) and upwards.
(Oucr the Store o f M . C. Andrews.)
B a n g o r , P o r t l a n d , B o s to n , L a w r e n c e ;
they are occasionally so absorbed in business and mental
The Hammonton Farmer, a monthly literary and agri
L o w e ll.
D w e llin g H o u s e , o n S p r in g S tr e e t,
cultural sheet, containing full information of Hummonton
cultivation, that they neglect the precautions which are
opposite Dirigo Engine House.
essential to bodily health. Dyspepsia and physical de
can be obtained at 25 cents per annum.
The
Splendid
aud
fast
sailing
bility are prevalent among all classes. The first disease
Title indisputable—warrantee deeds given, clear of all
ALL ORDERS BY DAY OR NIGHT
is produced by inattentiou to the digestive organs, which
incumbrance when money is paid. Route to the land •
Steamer
will he promptly attended to.
are so susceptible of deruugement. Thousands are now
leave Vine street wharf, Philadelphia for Hammonton by
Rockland, Nov. 20 1858.
45t*
paying the penalty of this neglect, ami suffering dailv the
Railroad, nt 7 1-2 A. Si- or 4 1-2 P. M. Fare 90 cents.—
most trying pains, almost without a hope of relief, th e y
When there inquire for Mr. Byrnes. Boarding convenien
CAPT. SAM’L BLANCHARD, have come to believe thot their ailment ia chronic, and that
ces on hand. Parties had better stop w th Mr. Byrnes, a
principal, until they have decided as to purchasing, as he TT7ILL take her place
the line between BANGOR they must bear with it to the end. It gratifies us exceed
ill show them over the land fn his carriage, free of ex VV and PORTLAND, connecting with the cars for Bos ingly to announce to these afflicted individuals that they
cise. Letters aud applications cau be addressed to ton, Lowell and Lawrence, on Monday, April 4th, and may now command a remedy of unquestionable potency
Landis & Byrnes, Hommonton P. O., Atlantic Co., New continue to run as follows :—Leave Bangor every Mon and virtue, which has never been found to fail in all cases
Hundreds ol
Jersey, or S. B. Coughlin, 202 South Fifth Street, Philu- day, Wednesday anil Friday mornings at 6 o’clock, arriv of digestive weakness or derangement
C H A R L E S T O N , S. C .
dtlphin- Maps and information cheerfully furnished.
ing at Rockland at about II o’clock, A. M., and arriving ,onrUle* !lre ready to grow eloquent in praise of this wonSeptember 9, 1858.
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July 27, 1859.
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at Portland in season for the 4 1-2 o’clock train for Bos- l‘er‘n* conquerer ol dyspepsia, which is known as

D R Y G O O D S,

CURE.
CURE.
CURE.
CURE.

I6tf

UERSFNS WANTING CMANGE OF Cm J-

>■

-ftmiflu aud jtflMStM

BLOCK.

Rockland, April 13, 1859.

rt. EL E D D Y ,
S O L IC IT O R

3 2 .0 0

at his usual low prices at the OLD STAND.

$ 3 0 0 ,0 0 0 .

E . II. K e l l o g g , P r e s ’t.

SORE
SORE
SORE
SORE

American and Foreign Patents,
(Late Agent or U. S Patent Oftice , W ashington
UNDER THE ACT OF 1837 )
7 6 S T A T E S T ., o p p o s i te K i l b y a t ., B o s to n .
AFTER an extensive practice of upwards of twenty
IA years, continues to secure Patents in the United
States ; also tn Great Britain, France, and other foreign
countries. Caveats, Speciflcaiions. Bonds, Assignments,
and all Papers or Drawings for Patent, executed on liberal
terms, and with despatch. Researches made into Ameri
can or Foreign works, to determine the validity or utility
of Patents or Inventions,—and legal or other advice ren
dered in all m atters touching the same. Copies of the
claims of any Patent furnished by remitting One Dollar.
Assignments recorded at Washington.
This Agency is not only the largest in New England, but
through it inventors have advantages for securing patents,
or ascertaining the patentability of inventions, unsurpass
ed by, if not immeasurably superior to, any which can be
offered them elsewhere. The testimonials below given
prove that none is MORE SUCCESSFUL AT THE PA
TENT OFFICE than the subsciher ; and as SUCCESS IS
THE BEST PROOF OF AD VANTAGES AND ABILITY,
he would add that he has abundant reason to believe, and
can prove, that at no other office of the kind are the
charges for professional services so moderate. The im
mense practice of the subscriber during twenty years past,
has enabled him to accumulate a vast collection of specifi
cations anu official decisions lelative to patents. These,
besides his extensive library of legal and mechanical
works, and full accounts of patents granted in the United
btates and Euiope, render him able, beyond question, to
offer superior facilities for obtaining patentd.
naV‘Jn.neCe!|8,i,y o1 ,l Joumey to Washington, to procure a
?eIttoA J Ue u"u“1«rei“ ^ * y there, are here saved in-

Commission Merchants,

B O O K S , S T A N IO N E R Y , J E W E L R Y ,
P a p e r H a u g i n g g , & c ., & c .,

M aine Insu ran ce Company,

J . L. C u t l e r , Pres’t.
NEW

the
the
the
the

r e l ie v e s

B ew are
B e w are
B ew are
B ew are

O P E A R ia s t il l in t h e f i e l d , a n d w ill concontinue to supply his friends and patrons with

C. C. W a it e , Sec’y.

AUGUSTA, ME.

A
A
A
A

-L business io a rapidly increasing Country, a New Settlpment where hundieds are going. Where the climate is
mild and delightful. See advertisement of the llammonton Settlement, another column.
316m

C ity F ire In su ran ce Com pany,

AND
AND
AND
AND

of
of
of
of

ASTHMA.
ASTHMA.
ASTHMA.
ASTHMA.

IT EFFECTS

PERSONS WISHING TO CHANGE THEIR

R O C K L A N D

Influenza.
Influenza.
Influenza.
Influenza.

AND
AND
AND
AND

HOTEL.

will receive company on and after MON
DAY NEXT, July 11th.
He would inform the traveling community
and the public generally that every effort
will be made by unremitting attention to the wants of his
guests, and by careful catering lor the table to secure for
them nil that cun induce to their comfort and home-feeling
during their stay with him, while his charges will ever be
kept as low as they can be and at the same time secure for
his patrons all those conveniences and comforts upon which
their happiness and his reputation depends.
Single persons or small Families can be accomodated
with board (together with rooms furnished or unfurnish
ed) by the week, on very moderate terms.
Coaches always in attendance to take guests to and
from the several steumers.
G. W. HODGES, Proprietor.
N. B. An excellent stable may be found connected with
this house in charge of careful and attentive hostlers.
G. W . II.
Rocklaud, July 6,1858.
2fitf

IT RELIEVES AT ONCE.
IT RELIEVES AT ONCE.
IT RELIEVES AT ONCE.

Will run a whole season without letting the lire out.

OVER E. BARRETT’S DRV GOODS STORE,

M

R O U T E .

Machiasport, Millbridge, Rockland.

A Rare Opportunity in a Delightful and Healthy
Climate 25 miles Southeast o f Philadelphia,
on the Camden and Atlantic Railroad,
The subscriber having renovated and put
in the most perfect order the above House,
New Jersey.

THORNDIKE

CURE
CURE
CURE
CURE

S O V E R E IG N
S O V E R E IG N
S O V E R E IG N
S O V E R E IG N

aU Affections
all Affections
all Affections
aU Affections
it

S e a v e y ’s Coal and Gas Burner

IB S U R A N C E A G E N C Y ,

SURE
SURE
SURE
SURE

B R O N C H ITIS
BRO NC HITIS
BRO N C H ITIS
B RO N C H ITIS

A
A
A
A

GROUP,
GROUP,
GROUP,
GROUP,

New Agricultural Settlement. E A S T E R N
TO ALL WANTING FARMS,

C E R T A IN R E M E D Y
C E R T A IN R E M E D Y
C E R T A IN R E M E D Y
C E R T A IN R E M E D Y

A
A
A
A

Will warm morqproom than uny other Stove by one-half
with the same amount of fuel.

R E -O P E N IN G

REMEDY
REMEDY
REMEDY
REMEDY

Colds, and
Colds, and
Colds, and
Colds, a n d

WHOOPING-COUGH,
WHOOPING-COUGH,
WHOOPING-COUGH,
WHOOPING-COUGH,

S e a v e y ’s C oal and Gas Burner

PAPER

BEST
BEST
BEST
BEST

C oughs,
C oughs,
C oughs,
C oughs,

Gents’ Furnishing Goods, &c.,
which will be sold as low us the lowest. Persons in
want of any articles in his line of trade are respectfully
solicited to call and examine his Stock as he is confident
it will prove of mutual benefit.
Rockland, August 18,1859.______________
31tf

BALSAM OP WILD CHEERY.
BALSAM OP WILD CHERRY.
BALSAM OF WILD CHERRY.
BALSAM OP WILD CHERRY.

Grave Stones,

The above Express will leave Rockland for Boston,
every Monday and Thursday, at 5 o’clock afternoon, per

SI

ta

STEAMER M. SANFORD,
and for Bangor on return tripg.
Also, for Portland and Boston by

O s

STEAMER DANIEL WEBSTER,
every Monday, Wednesduy and Friday forenoons at 11
o’clock, aud for Bangor by return trips.
M o n e y , P a c k a g e s * O r d e r s a u d F r e i g h t for
warded, and D r a f t s a n d B i l l s collected.
Bills of Exchange procured on Englaud, Ireland and
Scotland.
In all cases receipts for Money sent by this EXPRESS,
WILL BE RETURNED.
L oomis T aylor .
c . L. C r a n e .
E. II. COCHRAN, Agent.
N o . 2 B e r r y ’s B l o c k , j l l p S t a i r s .)
Over E. Barrett’s, Dry Goods Store.
Rockland, April 5. 1859.
15tf

55

Hard Ware.
p iC K AXES AND HANDLES,

PER IO D IC A LS.
THE

OLD

J.
April 5 , 1S59.
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PORCELAIN
WARE,
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M R S. J . R . A L B E E ,

P H Y S IC IA N ,
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SAVE Y O U R MONEY
y o u

g e t

to

L I T C H F I E L D ’S 11
Great Flour & Corn Depot,
Where Merchandise can be bought CHEAPER than at
any other like establishment in the city. We have now
for sale at N o . 1 K i m b a l l B lo c k , the best Stock

TIN and

PAPERS

received Wednesday morning by boat.
April 12, 1859.

r; o

Q
H
J
H
B

t il l

Stoves and Stove Pipe,

B O ST O N D A IL Y P A P E R S
Received every morning and for sale at Boston prices.

FE JU A E E

lotf

STAND,

EEPS nil the Newspapers and Periodicals and sells
them at the same rates as the Publishers’ thereby
saving the postage by buying here.

W EEKLY

V. L I B B Y & S O N .

‘

£

g

N EW SPAPERS

E. R. SPEAR,

a

£H M 55 h8

BROAD AND NARROW AXES and handles. O
n RAPE GROWERS CAN CARRY ON their ADDZES VARIOUS KINDS,
SHINGLING
AND BROAD HATCHETS.
L* business most successfully at Hammonton, free from
frosts. See advertisement of Hammonton Lands, another LONG AND SHORT HANDLED SPADES.
column.
31 6tn
TUTTLE HOE, BEST IN USE.
STEEL AND EXTRA STEEL SHOVELS.
GARDEN RAKES AND HOES.
HAY AND MANURE FORKS.
OX BOWS.
AUGERS, SHIP AND BLUED NUT.
BITTS, AUGER AND SPOON.
PLANES ALL KINDS.
TABLE AND POCKET CUTLERY.
PUMP CHAIN AND TUBING.
AT

&c .

He will also be prepared to furnish every variety of
style and finish of MARBLE CHIMNEY PIECES, MAN
TLE PIECES, SHELVES, TABLE TOPS, Soapstone
and MARBLE SINKS, Marble Slabs for W ash Bow ls ;
all to Le done in the most finished style of W o r k m a n sh ip ,
and at the cheapest rates.
Rockland, March 22, 1859.
]3tf

J O B W O R K done with dispatch.
J .C . LIBBY 6c SON.
1859.
]5tf

Rockland, April

I}1ARM LANDS FNR SALE 25 a
MILES from
ROCKI.AXD, ME
- Philadelphia by Railroud in the State of New Jersey.
R esidence .—Corner of Union and Willow Streets.— Soil among the best for Agricultural purposes, being a good
All calls, liy day or night, promptly responded to.
loam soil, with a day bottom. The land is a large tract,
January 1, 1859.
*Ily
divided into small farms, and hundreds from all parts of
the country are now settling and building. The crops pro
duced are large and cau be seen growing. The climate is
delightful and secure from frosts. Terms Irom $15 to
. W arp, W arp .
820 per acre, payable within four years by instalments.—
W U I T E COTTON WARP, a superior arti- To visit the place—Leave Vine Street W harf at Philadel
phia at 7 1-2 A. M. by Railroad for Hammonton, or address
cle, for sale by
R. J . Byrnes, by letter, Hammonton Post Office, Atlantic
W. O. FULLER,
<3«nntv. New Jersey. See full advertisement in another
Spear Block.
column.
6m31
34tf
Bockl&cd, Aug. 17, 1859.

CORN, F L O O R and W . f. G O O D S
ever before offered for SALE in this city,—Comprising
BRANDS different Grades Flour.
BUSHEI S Prime Yellow Norfolk Corn.
4000BUSHELS
Prime Yellow Meal.
300
Together with a LARGE STOCK^of

W I . GOODS.
All of which we are determined to sell low. It is useless
for us to attempt to enumerate all the articles that can be
lound in our store, as everything cun be found there that
is usually kept in a store of this description. Purchasers
are respectfully invited to call before purchasing elsewhere.
Laboring men in particular will find it to their advantage
by trading with us as, we are bound tn sell LOW FOR
CASH.
B. LiTC H FIFLD , J r.
N. B. Any purchaser inclined to doubt any of the
above statements,can be convinced to the coutrary, GRA
TIS, by just giving us a call.
Bookland,
~
\ March 15, 1959.
Utf

